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INTRODUCTION

. - - . . - . -. . - --------

THE BRIEF FOR THE COMMUNITY

Purpose of the Green Pape~

On 25 May 1983, the Commission adopted its interim report on "Realities
and tendencie$ in European television: perspectives and options

Thereport is mainly concerned with examining the scope for creating a
European television channel. The Commission decided that the question
of how the common market for the national television channel could be
established should be dealt with separately. Examination of thisquestion is presented here in the form of a Green Paper. This is
intended by the Commission as a preparatory document providing a basis
for legislative measures (harmonization of national law) and application
measures (implementation of the freedoms enshrined in the Treaty of 

Rome).
It describes as far as possible the situation at the beginning of May 1981..

The purpose of this paper is threefold: to demonstrate the importance
of broadcasting (radio and television) for European integration and
in particular , for the free democratic structure of the
European Communities; to illustrate the significance of the Treaty
establishing the European Economic Community (EEC Treaty) for those
responsible for producing, broadcasting and re-transmitting radio and
television programmes and for those receiving such programmes; and to
submit for public discussion the Commissi. s thinking on the
approximation of certain aspects of Member States ' broadcasting and
copyright law before formal proposals are sent to the European Parliament
and to the Counci1.3

The Commission s action is in response to Parliament' s Resolution on
radio and television broadcasting in the European Community of
12 March 1982, in which Parliament " considers that outline rules shouLd
be drawn up on European radio and television broadcasting, inter alia
with a view to protecting young people and establishing a code of
practice for advertising at Community level"

It was published as document COM(83)229 final and is referred to below
as the interim report.
InLerim report , p. 8, point 3 and pp. 23-24, point 32.
ALthough this paper also deals with the copyright issues arising in
connection with the establishment of a common market in broadcasting,
it i.s not to be confused wi th the "Green Paper" on the reform of the
L",\~ on copyright and related rights , announced by the Commission in
s Comlnunication to the European Parliament and to the Councilentitled "Stronger Community action in the culturaL sector " (BuLletin

0f the European Communities , SuppLement 6/82, pp. 16-17).
OJ No C 87 of 5 ApriL 1982, p. 110, point 7.
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In the report on radio and television broadcasting in the European Community
drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Youth , Culture, Education
Information and Sport by Mr Wi lhelm Hahn CEPP1 and adopted unanimously
by Parli~ment , some of the reasons given are: "Information i~ a
decisive, perhaps the most decisive fa~tor in European unification.

". 

European unification wiLL only be achieved if Europeans wantit. Europeans will only want it if there is such a thing asa European
identity. A European identity wi II only develop if Europeans are
adequately informed. At present , information via the mass media
is controlled at national level. ... Information and economics are
closely inter-related - an obvious example being adverti sing - and
consequently the involvement of the media in European unification
clearly adds a new dimension within the context of the treaties of
Rome. Economi c exchanges , understanding .of social processes, freedom
of movement and trade, vocational training and many other activities
are inconceivable without information. Indeed, for some time information
itseLf has been an important branch of the economy. ... Further
difficuLties arise from the Legal point of view: the Geneva broadcasting
conference of 1977 t ri ed to establ i sh the respons i bi lit i es of the
existing companies at that time in a form which would be legally
binding for at least 10 years ; in other words it made efforts
to fix nationaL borders as the compuLsory limits for satellite transmissions.
This move is attributable to Eastern European fears about free movement
of the media and to the concern among the Western countries about
unLimited competition as a result Df advertising.

The Opinion of the Political Affairs Committee , drafted b
Mr Johan van Minnen C5) and likewise unanimously .adopted includes
the following: " In the eighties and nineties , therefore, broadcasting
will be faced with ... far- reaching social developments. ... Those
Member States ... wilL not escape the breaking-open of this L~losed
bro.adcasting syste!!!/. ... But if the state control is threatened
this does not necassarily mean that television as such is also threatened!
... Although one may regret the advent of such an open structure
it would , in the view of the PoLiticaL Affairs Committee, be incompatibLe
with the freedom of information exchange to pursue a protectionist
policy in this field. Freedom of information exchange is Laid down
in Article 10 of the 1950 European Convention on Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms which states: ' everyone has a right to freedom
of expression. This right shalL include freedom to hold opinions
and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference
by public authority and regardLess of frontiers

European Communities , European Parliament , Working Documents 1981-1982,
Doc. 1-1013/81 of 23 February 1982 (PE 73. 271/fin. , pp. 8, 10 and 11.
Hahn r :port

, l.oc .

~~..!.

, p. 7.

~.o_ '...5~.!. , pp. 71-26.

, .

Ji.
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This open information market must not mean that satellite broadcasts
should be aLlowed to flood the Community in unlimited quantities
as though they were a commerciaL product. u. This could be prevented
only by creating tight and harmonized Community legislation on broadcasting
laying down arrangements for advertising for satellites used for
broadcasting. The Pol itical Affai rs Committee gives its preference
to a system ... : .'. i. e. advertising spots at fixed times between
programmes which do not inte~rupt broadcasts. ... To ban advertising
on satel Lite-broadcasts would be as unrealistic and perverse as to
forbid advertisements in newspapers; the British ITV authority is
evid~nce of the fact that a broadcasting organization run on commercial
lines can very well hold its own , in terms of qual i ty, with a state- run
broadcasting organization. Freedom of expression, however , cannot
be the prerogative of the highest bidder and the Commission must
therefore draw up a directive ensuring that commercial interests
are channelled into a direction acceptable to the Community and made
subject to certain conditions. ... A European outl ine regulation
shouLd embody the structural guarantees necessary for independence
without which a European broadcasting war wi II inevitabLy break out
which may destroy the cuLtural values of our Community.

In a unanimously adopted Opinion drafted by Mr Hellmut Sieglerschmidt (S)
Parliament' s Legal Affairs Committee similarly came out in favour
of an approximation of national LegisLation on broadcasting. 
stresses that this exercise could not be confined to the freedom
to provide services in the broadcasting field, the prevention of
distortions of competition , notably in respect of advertising in
broad~asting... and the protection of lis!eners , viewers and authors.
It LCommunity legislation on the medi!/ wouLd also have to contain

at the least provisions to ensure that a variety of opinions , information
and cultures are expressed and provisions for the protection of youth. ,,2
A corresponding Counci l of 3Europe convention would compLete such
legislation appropriately.

To begin with , the Commission needed to conduct "a fundamentaL inquiry
covering aLL aspects of international LegisLation on policy in relation
to the media This Dreport on the media should contain in particular
information as to the folLowing: (a) the legislation relating to
the media in the Member States , (b) the legal basis for action by
the Community in this field , (c) the matters in respect of which
provisions should be laid down , (d) whether a convention on the media
drawn up within th.e Council of Europe is advisable and, if appropriate
what form it should take and (e) the Legal requi rements and practical
facilities for the creation of a European television channel"

. ....?_

c~~ . 
~~--1-~ t

. ,

4--
Loc~ c
loc. c
lOC J!. ,

pp. 27~36.
p. 30.
p. 33.
p. 34.
p. 35.

-tI ,,-i I
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This request was taken up by the Committee on Culture 1 and incorporated
by Parliament in point 1 of its Resolution of 12 March 1982. The 
Commission welcomed this Resolution and announced appropriate initiatives.
Thus , on 25 May 1983, it fi rst compi led an interim report entitled
Realitie~ and . tendencies in European television: Perspectives and

options This report contains , first and foremost , a whole range
of facts on sateLlite and cable television and reviews broadcasting
legislation in Member States4 (point 8(a) of Parliament' s Motion)
and the work of the Council of Europe5 (point 8(d)). This Report'

main political thrust is to be found in the discussion of the facilities
for creating a European television channel6 (point 8(e)).

The subject of thi s Green Paper is the opening up of intra-Community
frontiers for national television programmes (freedom to provide
services). This entai ls the step-by-step establishment of a common
market for broadcasters and audiences and hence moves to secure the
free flow of information , ideas , opinions the cultural activities
within the Community.

In response to Parliament' s request made at point 7 of its Resolution
the outline rules for European broadcasting are discussed from two
angLes: (,) their relationship to the EEC Treaty, and (ii) the scOPe
for their further development under the powers it confers to approximate
laws. In parti Gular, the relevant provi sions of Member States ' legislation
on the media are examined (abovementioned point 8(a) of Parliament'
Motion) and then Looked at in the light of the Treaty. The Green Paper
also considers the legal basis for Community action (point 8(b)),
discusses the matters requiring Legislation (point 8(c)) and sets
out approximation proposals (point 7 of the Resolution).

?~.....E..:!.

p. 

3, po 1 n t 
Statements by Mr Lorenzo Natal i and Mr
11 March 1982, OJ Annex No 1-282 of 
221-222.
Doc. C?M(83)229 final.
loc. c , pp. 161-190.
loc. c~t , pp. 81-97.
loc

.:.. 

Clt , pp. 23-32.

KarL-Heinz Narjes on
February 1982, pp. 220 and
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In a new Resolution , adopted on 30 March 1984, on a policy commensurate
with new trends in European television, Parliament reaffirmed its
previous position, calling on the Commission and the Council "
provide a reliable legal framework in which to imelement the erinciples
of the Treaty of Rome applicable to the subject Lbroadcasting/

, particularly

. .. 

freedom to p rovi de servi ces

" .

It also called on the Commission and the Council " to cooperate with
each other and the Parliament to review national legislation to ensure
that it is possible to coordinate the different systems as required.
This could include ".' rules for advertising" and "rules for the 
prote~tion of children and young people, copyright and authors ' rights
It was necessary "to formulate rules to ensure that public broadcasting
monopol ies do not seek to prevent private broadcasters and programme
makers from fuLly contributing to the future developments ...

In a further Resolution, also adopted on 30 March 1984, on broadcast
communication in the European Community (the threat to diversity
of opinion posed by the commercialization of new media) 4 Parliament
stated that it "E. is aware that the new technologies require a
reasonable degree of commercial support through advertising; F. believes
that a decision must be taken at Community leveL regarding the limits
applicabLe to the use of advertising by public and private television
companies , so that all television companies operate on an equal footing;G. considers that, if current codes of conduct and commonly accepted
standards of practice are pursued , neither an uncontrolled ~roliferation
of new services nor a threat to quality or diversity will arise;

...

2. urges the Commission to prepare framework suggestions for
transnationaL broadcasting which take account of the proposaLs currentLy
being prepared by the Council of Europe

Point 2 in the Resolution , OJ No C 117, 30. 1984, p. 201 (202).
See also the report drawn up on behaL 

f of the Committee on YouthCulture, Education , Information and Sport by Mr Gaetano Arfe (S)
European ParLiament Working Documents 1983-1984

, doc. 1-1541/8416. 1984 (PE 85. 902/fin. , p. 20.
Point 4 in the ResoLution loco cit

~Point 7 in the ResoLution loco cit
OJ No C 117, 30. 1984; p. 198. See also the report drawn up on
behaLf of the Committee on Youth , CuLture, Education , Information
and Sport by Mr A. H. Hutton (ED) , European Parliament Working Documents
'983-1984 , doc. 1-1523/83 15. 1984 (PE 78. 983/fin.
The reference is to what was later adopted on 20 February 1984 as
Recommendation R (84) 3 of the Committee of f\1inisters of the Council
of Europe to its 21 member states on the principles relating to
teLevision advertising (see Consei L de l' furope, Communique de presse I
(84) 7 of 23. 1984 for the text of the Recommendation). There are at
present no plans for a LegaLLy binding agreement (Convention) between the
member states of the Counci l of Europe.
The fuLL debate is published in European Parliament

, Verbatim Report ofproceed-ings... provisional edition, Strasbourg, 29. 1984 - 30. 1984,pp. 296-299, 305-315 , 339-340.
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EEC Treaty and cultural activities

Contrary to what is widely imagined, the EEC Treaty applies not
only to economic activities but , as a rule, also to all activities
carried out for remuneration , regardless of whether they take
place in the economic , social , cultural (including in particular
information , creative or artistic activities and entertainment)
sporting or any other sphere. Thus, just as it guarantees
Member States ' nationals who are workers freedom of movement
and those who are self-emp loyed freedom of establ i shment no
matter what thei r occupation , the Treaty guarantees free movement
wi th i n the Commun i ty for whatever goods and servi ces they
suppLy.

Newspapers , magazines , coLLectors ' items , records and fi lms
of all kinds as well as the showing of fi lms benefit just
as much from free movement within the Community as do food
capital goods , consumer durabLes and services provided by
banks , insurance companies and advertising agencies. Likewise,
inteLLectual property rights are as much subject to the EEC Treaty
as industrial property rights (patents , trademarks , designs
and models).

Th is comprehens i ve vi ew of free movement for goods and servi ces
embodied in the Treaty is mirrored by the fact that the rights
it confers are not the prerogative of workers in industry,
the craft industries and the distributive trades but aLso
extend to those working in the media and to bodies active
in the worLds of art , entertainment and sport.

Nor is the ri ght of estabL i shment provided for in the EEC
Treaty confined to industry, the craft industries , the distributive
trades , banks and insurance companies. It is , in fact , a right
to be enjoyed also by book and newspaper publ i shers , by film
producers and distributors, by orchestra and entertainment
organizers , and by press , fi lm, theatre , opera and concert
agencies , in short by aLL cultural undertakings and by all
sel f-empLoyed arti sts , authors , journalists , photographers
and sportsmen eqUa L ly. The Treaty does not exclude any sphere
of activity. As a matter of principLe, therefore, it grants
the right of establishment to broadcasting organizations.
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The freedom of movement that exists within the Community for
worke~s and the self~employed, in~luding all cultural and
journalistic occupations, extends to the supply to the public
of political information on other Member States and to their
cultural interpenetration in the same way as it does to the
free movement of newspapers , magazines , books , fi lms, recorded
cassettes , pi ctures, sculptures , etc. , in short the free movement
of movable physical cultural assets. Under the system of the
four freedoms, immovabLe cultural assets and, hence , radio
and televi sion broadcasting are treated no di fferently.

lastLy, copyright holders (writers , composers , sculptors
fi Lm-makers , etc. ) and performing artists (actors , musicians
singers , dancers , etc. ) can reLy on ArticLe 117 of the
EEC Treaty, which promises all workers " improved working conditions
and an improved standard of Living ... , so as to make possible
their harmonization while the improvement is being maintained"
Harmonization of nationaL laws on copyright and performers
rights is one way of securing those desired improvements.

It thus transpi res that the activity of the Community has
since the outset , encompassed essential aspects of cultural
Life in Member States. Even those who are cuLturally creative
and their creations "beLong" to the Community. They too were
meant to share in the protracted process of creating a common
market. They have a claim to the freedoms and forms of equality
avai lable at Community Level , and primari ly to the protection
afforded by the basic rights of freedom of movement , freedom
of estabLishment , freedom to suppLy goods and services , and
treatment abroad as a nationaL. To quote the Court of Justice
of the European Communities: " Although educationaL and training
policy is not as such included in the spheres which the Treaty
has entrusted to the Community institutions , it does not folLow
that the exercise of powers transferred to the Community is
in some way limited if it is of such a nature as to affect
the measures taken in the execution of ~ pol icy ~uch as t~at
of education aQd training. Chapters 

!... 

Workersj and 2 

!... 

Right of
estabLishment / of Title III of Part Two of the Treaty in
particuLar contain severaL provisions the application of which
couLd affect this policy.

Case 9/74 Casagrande !...197~/ ECR Z73 at 779, ground 6.
Simi Larly Case 152/8 Forcheri !...198~/ ECR ... , ground 17

!... 

cyclostyLed version pp. 24-25
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EEC Treaty and broadcasting

T~e EEC Treaty encompasses broadcasting in a multitude 

ways , the most important of which are discussed below:

(i) It applies to signals transmitted or relayed by radio
consi~ering them to be servi~es (Article 60) . It provides
for the abol ition of restrictions on the freedom to broadcast
within the Community (ArticLe 59). It prohibits any new restrictions
on the freedom to provide such services (Article 62), It thus
guarantees broadcasters the right to transmit or relay their
signaLs to other Member States (freedom of Community-wide broadcasting).
It affords recipients in the other Member States the opportunity
to capture such signals (freedom of Community-wide broadcasting
reception) and to include them in thei r own selection of broadcasting
(freedom of Community- wide choice of transmissions).

(ii) The EEC Treaty applies to broadcaster.s in their capacity
as persons carrying on a self-empLoyed activity for remuneration
(second paragraph of Article 52). It is irrelevant here whether
they are naturaL or Legal persons; compani~s with or without
Legal personality, associations , cooperatives or foundations
or public-law or private-law organizations (Article 58). The
Treaty provides for the abolition of restri~tions Dn their
freedom of establishment in the territory of another Member State
(first paragraph of ArticLe 52)- It prohibits the introduction
of any new restrictions on the right of establishment (Article 53).
Consequently, it guarantees Member States ' nationals the freedom
to take up and pursue broadcast i ng act i vi ti es in other Member States
(freedom of estabLishment throughout the Community).

The Commission is responsible for ensuring, both on its own
initiative and in response to compLaints , that this European
fundamental right and that of freedom to provide services
are respected (Article 155 , first indent , and ArticLe 169,
first paragraph). If a Member State fails to comply with the
Commission s reasoned opini- , the Commission may bring the
matter before the Court of Justice (Article 169, second paragraph).
The other Member States have the same right (Article 170).

(iii) The EEC Treaty applies to nationaL broadcasting and
teLecommunications legislation as the sum of the provisions
Laid down in individuaL Member States concerning the taking
up and pursuit of a seLf-employed activity, viz. broadcasting
(Article 57(2)). " In order to make it easier for persons to
take up and pursue activities as seLf-empLoyed persons , the Treaty

6) ~j
4J i..,/
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provides for coordination of the relevant provisions of broadcasting
and telecommunications legislation (Article 57(1) , taken in
conjunction with Article 57(2) , and Article 66), This approximation
of legislation is to be achieved through directives adopted
by the Counci l , acting on a proposal from the Commission and
after consulting Pad iament ~Arti des 57(2) and 66).

(iv) The EEC Treaty applies to those working for broadcasting
organizations. To those ~ho are employees it guarantees freedom
of movement within the Community (Arti cle 48). To those working
for them in a self-employed capacity it affords freedom of
establishment (Article 52) and freedom to provide cross-frontier
services (Article 59). In so doing, it extends the freedom
of reporting, expressing opinions and presenting cultural
performances to the entire territory of the Community. All
occupations , including journali~tic and artistic activities,
are covered (Articles 48, 52 and 60). In order to establish
freedom of movement for workers, inc luding those active in
the spheres of cuLture, sport and reporting (Arti c Le 49) and
to make it easier for persons to take up and pursue activities
in a self-employed capa~ity (Article 57(1) and (2)), the
EEC Treaty prescribes a series of Community measures (Articles 49

, 51 , 57(2) and 66) , including the mutual recognition of
diplomas , certificates and other evidenceof formal qualifications
(Article 57(1)). Such recognition is to be secured through
di rectives issued by the Council , acting on a proposal from
the tommission and after consuLting Parliament.

(v) The EEC Treaty appL ies to such of the Member States
technicaL provisions governing broadcasting (relay procedures
and equipment , transmitters , receivers , standardization , etc.
as directLy affect the establishment or functioning of the
common ffi"arket (first paragraph of Article 10m, in particular
therefore the transmission , dissemination or reception of
signals from other Member States and the manufacture and
Community-wide marketing of such procedures and equipment
by industry and commerce in the Community. The EEC Treaty
provides for the approximation of su~h provisions , to be achieved
through directives issued by the CounciL , acting on a proposaL
from the Commission and after consuLting Parliament and the
Economic and Social Committee (Article 100).

(vi) The EEC Treaty applies to broadcasting organizations
as undertakings that deaL in materials , sound recordings
fi Lms and other products ~hich they need to carryon their activity.
It prohibits all State restrictions on free movement in such
goods between Member States CArticles9, 12 , 30 and 31). It thus
guarantees broadcasting organizations , as weLL as their suppliers
and customers both at home and abroad , the freedom to take
part in Community-wide trade.

(vii) The EEC Treaty appLies to broadcasting organizations in
their capacity as undertakings engaged in competition. It prohibits
them from entering 1nto agreements that restrict competition and from
abusing a dominant position that may affect trade between Member States
(ArticLes 85 and 86). It thus guarantees broadcastingorganizatiohs
the freedom to compete with one another within the Community and
protects thei r suppl i ers and customers from any abuse of econorni c power.

The Commission is entrusted under the Treaty with the task of securing
compliance with these provisions on the freedom of Community-wide
competition and trade.

') '.
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PART ONE

TECHNICAL ASPECTS

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE AUDIO-VISUAL FIELD

The rapid development of audio-visual techniques in the Community is
regarded in all Member States as .exceptionally important for the
future coexistence of individuals and of nations.

The increasing speed and lower costs of electroni c data transmi ssion
wi ll , apart from other considerations , make this mode of communication
more generalLy accessible and lead to ~n internationalization
of communications. This is true not only of individual communications,
where decent ra l i zed computers now enj oy access to the we ll-deve Loped
international telecommunications network, thus giving electronic
data-processing an international dimension, but also of electronic
means of mass communication. Direct satelLites and cable are
techniques which , individuaLly but above all j.ointly, make it
possible simultaneoU

1ly to transmit vast quantities of informationover long di stances.

This development is occurring at the same time as the expanding
use of the fiew storage techniques involving video cassettes and
discs , which permit a further substantial improvement in the
international avai Lability of electronic data transmission.

In the Communi ty, the free movement of goods extends to video
cassettes and discs as economic assets in the same way as it does
to sound cassettes and records. As a rule, therefore , fi lms,
television recordings and the like may circulate without restriction
in the Community.

Wide-band cable makes it technicaLly possible to relay national
teLevision programmes throughout the Community. Those on cable
are abLe to choose between the national and foreign programmes
offered by the cable operator. Direct broadcasting by sateLLite
(DBS) knows no frontiers, since the programmes relayed can be
received direct by any viewers in the coverage area that possess
the necessary receiving equipment.

Interlm report , loco cit. , pp- 43 et seq.
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It is impossible at the moment to say how DBS wi II develop in

comparison with the cabLe transmission of radio and television
programmes. In any case, the internationaLization of broadcasting,
to which both te~hniques will l~ad , gives rise to serious legal

probLems. It is not out of the question that , in line with the
resuLts of the experimental phases of DBS and given the rising
costs associated with individual receiving aerials incLuding the
requisite accessories, cable transmission of radio and television
programmes wi II gain readier acceptance, especially as cable offers

a wide variety of possible appLications. It is to be expected
though that both broadcasting techniques wi II complement one
another: satellites will feed the programmes they carry into
the cable networks.

The Commission is looking into the problems associated with the
development of these techniques and wi lL present appropriate
proposals as part of its work to formulate a Community telecommunications
pol i cy.

Commission of the European Communities , Communication to the

Council on TeLecommunications - Lines of Action, doc. COM(83) 573 final
of 29 September 1983. and Communication to the Council on
Telecommunications , Progress Report on the Thinking and Work done in
the fieLd and initial ProposaLs for an Action Programme" doc.
COM(84) 277 fi na l of 18 May 1984.

.0. ,.

~ 0
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DIRECT SATELLITE TELEVISION - A CONCEPT TO OVERCOME THE
SPATIAL LIMITATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL TELEVISION TRANSMISSION

Agreements under international law

The World Administrative Radio Conference held in Geneva in
January 1977 (WARC 77) drew up the technical rules for a satellite
broadcasting service for Regions I and III (Europe , Africa , Asia
Australia and Oceania). The Final Acts of this Conference
give the detai lsof the allocation of frequencies and orbital
positions (i . e. the " locations" of satellites above the Equator)
contain information on the protected service area , the eLLiptical
coverage area and the transmitting power of satellites , and set
out the techni cal broadcasting speci fi cations for a total of 40channels (in Europe). All the Member States , but not the
Community as such , are involved in this allocation of frequencies,
which came into force on 1 January 1979 and is valid for at least
15 years.

II . Technical concept

The satellite , which remains in a circular orbit some
36 000 ki lometres above the Equator, pi cks up the radio signals
beamed from a ground station (upward transmission) and relays
them back to Earth in heavi ly bunched form once the techni cally
necessary conversion and ampl ification processes have been completed
(downward transmission). It works in the same way as would a
conventional transmission mast located high above the Earth.

With the heLp of a special parabolic- refLector aerial some 90 cm
in diameter ant) an eLectronic conversion and demodulation component
the signals relayed from the sate~Lite can be received direct
by individual television viewers.

A conference deaLing with Region II (America) was heLd in 1983
in Geneva with simi Lar results.
International Telecommunication Union, Final Acts of the World
Administrative Radio Conference for the Planning of the Broadcasting-
SateLLite Service , ~eneva 1977; Geneva RE III/1982.
For detai ls, see Interim report , loco cit. pp. 41 et seq.

~.....
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Reception possibi l itiesIII.

The so-called super beams , which are consistent with the principle
of the free flow of information and are able to harness the special
technicaL possibilities of satellite television for serving large
cross-frontier areas , fai .led to gain acceptance - except by seventeen
countries forming four country groupings 1 - at WARC 77 because

of the insistence on national service areas , even though , from
both a frequency-allocation and a financing viewpoint , direct
satell ites are a particularly economic and suitable way of
broadcasting television over wide areas.

At WARC 77, the teLecommunications conditions for direct broadcasting
by satellite (e.g. beam di rection, aerial elevation angle,
transmitting power) were defined with a view to creating national
service areas. The satellite frequencies allocated to the Member States

enjoy protection only in respect of reception within the
respective national frontiers. In other words, they may be used
for other purposes elsewhere even if, as a result , reception in
the area in question is disturbed. The Member States are also
required, when determining the characteristics of a world
broadcasting agency for satellite broadcasting, to employ all
avai Lable technical means to keep to a minimum transmissions beamed
over the territory of other countries , unless prior agreement 
on the matter has been reached with the authorities of those countries.

In spite of these technical precautions to preserVe the national
character of sateLlite television, it is evident even now that
the reception areas wi ll in practice, be mu~h wider (coverage
areas).

The groupings with a common broadcasting area are the following:
(i) the North African countries of Algeria, Libya, Morocco and
Tunisia; (i~) one grouping of six Arab countries; (iii) one
grouping of three Arab countries; (iv) the five Nordi~ countries
(Denmark , Fin.land , Ice.land , Norway and Sweden). In the last-
mentioned grouping, two of the five channeLs allocated to each of
them are intended for transmissions to the Nordic area as a
whoLe. The other groupings have each set aside one channel for
their joint programmes.
Definition of service area (Annex to the Final Acts of WARC 1977):
The area on the surface of the Earth in which the administration
responsible for the service has the right to demand that the agreed
protection conditions be provided.
No 2674 (previously No 428 A) of the 1982 Radio Regulation of the
International TeLecommunication Union.
Definition of coverage area (Annex 8 to the final Acts of WARC 1977):The area on the surface of the Earth del ineated by a contour of
a constant given vaLue of power flux density which would permit
the wanted quality of reception in the absence of interference.
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Since elliptical service areas cannot possibly be made to fit
into national frontiers, there is no way of preventing a programme
transmitted via direct satellites spilling over into other
countries (overlapping).

In order to ensure high-quality reception in all parts of the
service area , and for security reasons, it was decided in Geneva
that the signal should be sufficiently strong (high-power
satell ite) to provide good reception even in outlying areaso

Advances in receiver technoLogy are improving these cross-frontier
reception possibilities. RecentLy developed aerials as well
as receivers of a sufficiently broad technical design are Lower-
powered than was envisaged in Geneva in 1977.

In particular , the use of .more costly aerials with larger diameters
and/or incorporating more sophisticated eLectronics , e. g. community
aerials , significantly enhances reception capabi lity outside the
original service areas. Lastly, cable companies use antennas
3m-5m in diameter that are able to pick up virtually all direct
sat ell i te programmes t ransmi tted in the Communi ty.

Compatibi l ity of broadcasting systemsIV.

Moves are under way in Europe to harmonize the technical broadcasting
norms for direct sateLLite television. The broadcasting organizations
in Europe that form the European Broadcasting Union have adopted
and sent to the International Radio Consultative Committee a
technical report setting out the final detailed specifications
for a more sophisticated technique, the MultipLex AnaLogue Component
(CMAC packet) System, to replace the existing PAL and SECAM systems.
It is expected that a governmental conference wi L l be convened
to take the final decision on whether or not to adopt this system
which would make it possible , among other things, to improve
broad~asting quaLity signifi~antLy and to extend further the
coverage area.

The Commission has announced that it wi II take the measures it
considers necessary t

9 promote adoption of a European standardby the Member States.

Answer to Wrl tten Quest 1 on No 51/83, DJ No C 243 of
19 September 1983, p. 4. 6) f'

h,i 
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Plans for direct satellite television in Member States

Several Member States have 
firm plans for developing and operating direct

television satellite systems.

On 29 Apri 1 1980 , Germany and France concluded a government-level agreement on
technical and industrial cooperation in the field of satellite broadcasting.
Under the agreement , a German satellite (TV~Sat D 3) and a French satellite ofthe same design (TDF 1 F 3) will be developed , manufactured , launched
positioned and tested by 1985.

The United Kingdom Government has decided to introduce direct satellite
television starting in 1986 and has allocated two channels each to the British
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and the Independent Broadcasting Authority
(IBA) .

In Italy, Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI) is planning to broadcast a
satelli te programme on a trial basis using one of the channels offered

Sat Olympus, which belongs to the European Space Agency (ESA).
satelli te is expected to be in operation from around 1986.

direct
by the

The

In Luxembourg, Radio-Tele-Luxembourg (RTL) is studying the potential of direct
satellite television and is involved in discussions with other operators on
the use of future direct satellites.

Belgium, Greece, Ireland and the Netherlands are currently studying the
potential of direct satellite television.

Denmark which has withdrawn from the joint Nordsat Programme involving the
Scandinavian countries has no intention at the moment of introducing direct
satelli te television.

For details , see Interim report loco cit., pp. 199 et seq and pp. 143
et seq.
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CABLE TELEVISION - A CONCEPT FOR OVERCOMING THE RESTRICTIONS
ON THE CONTENT Of TELEVISION BROADCASTS

Enhancing broadcasting capabi l ity

Cable television permits the simultaneous transmission of a large
number of television programmes. Unlike broadcasting via ground
transmitters , cable technology daes not have to contend with the
natural limitation imposed by the frequency bands avai lable; it
tends to be " limitLess" where the number of parallel information
channels is concerned.

The dissemination of information (in the first place, the transmission
of conventional programmes) is, therefore, onLy one of the areas
that can be handled. Provided the network has been properly
designed, in particular with the use of aptical fibre technolagy,
the whole gamut af interactive services can also be provided.
The recall facility enables a user to access specific information
stored elsewhere. Unlike in the case of conventional or direct-
satelLite transmissions, the dissemination of infarmation by ~able
is invariably restricted to particular areas.

Technical criteriaI I.

Instead of radio waves being freely transmitted over the air
signaLs are sent along " wide-band" cabLes direct to individualreceivers. With this transmission technique, signals retain
their high quaLity even over long distances. OverLapping of
different programmes is virtuaLLy eliminated.

Straightforward distribution systems (tree-and-branch network)
are specialized in the transmission of radio and teLevision
programmes. At the same time, intera~tive systems (switched-star
network) are increasingLy being inst.aLled, enabling a dialogue
to be carried on between the participant and the information pravider
and thus permitting any form of information exchange desired by
the participant. A precondition for this is the profitabLe
operation of modern light-wave conductors (optical fibre cables)
which have an enormously greater transmission capability while
aLso. ensuring better quality.

I II. Recept i on capabi L i 

Unlike those broadcasting for direct reception via land-based
transmitters or sateLlite , the cable-network operator exercises
control over what is receivable. Depending on what he may legally
transmit and in the Light of economic criteria, he selects the
programmes that are to be relayed.

6'01)
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The main legal conditions imposed are a ban on "active" cable
television , whi ch , with a few exceptions,1 sti II applies in all
Member States, the obligation to broadcast national programmes
within the service area and the requirements attaching to the
transmission of foreign programmes.

From an economic angLe, the demand for additional programmes must
be sufficient to finance the costs of receiving and transmitting
the programmes and acquiring any legal rights involved.

Under the ci rcumstances , cable television in the Community has
developed in the first place as a passive system, the companies
involved being content to relay programmes produced by existing
domestic and foreign broadcasting organizations. To this extent
there is no functional difference between them and the large number
of smaller master aeriaLs and community aeriaLs that have now
sprung up.

Progress with cablingIV.

Taking the broadest definition of cable net works (including master
and community aerials) , there are some 600 000 different networks
in Western Europe. However, 50% of cable subscribers belong
to networks serving fewer than 100 subscribers. Around 7% of
households are wired to cable networks and a further 17% receive
transmissions from community aerials or smaller master aerials
(serving apartment blocks, etc.

). 

This means that just under
one quarter of Western European households receiv

3 televi sionprogrammes otherwise than via individual aerials.

Belgium has the densest cable network in Europe and, "fter Canada
the second-densest in the world. Ten cabLe television ~ompanies
(some communal , some inter-communal and some private) make avai lable
between 13 and 16 domestic and foreign channels to some 75-80%
of all registered television connections.

1 In 
a number of Member States, pi lot projects are being carried

0ut to test new programmes and services.
See aLso Interim report loco cit. , pp. 99 et seq
CIT-Research: Cable-TV Communications in Europe , quoted in:
Patrick Whitten

, "

Die Zukunft der Kabelkommunikation in Europa
Media Perspektiven 4/83 , pp. 233 and 234.
Information on facts concerning cable distribution, document
of the ILO, UNESCO, WIPO, BEC/IGC/ICR/SC. 2/CTV/2, Paris, November
1982, Annex , p. 10; Inter-ParLiamentary Consultative Council
of BeneLux , Report " influence des satellites de television
et de la teLedistribution sur l' organisation de la radio-
telediffusion rlans Les Pays du BeneLuxfl presented on behalf of
the Cultural Affai rs Committee by r~r Eyschen, Mr Schotten and
Mr Wyninckx on 3 and 4 Apri l 1981 , pp. 17 et seq.

Q '")
.v 
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In Denmark , over 1 000 000 households , or more than half of all
television viewers , are linked to community or master aerials.
There are no cable television companies that transmit programmes
that are not receivable locally. In a number of border areas
however, programmes from neighbouring countries can be picked 
up (jutland: German television; Copenhagen: Swedish television).

In Germany, 9 700 000 households (out of some 22 000 000 regi stered
receivers) are linked to community or master aerials. Individual
cable networks are to be found in Hamburg and Nuremberg. Pi lot
cable proje.cts have been launched in Munich, Ludwigshafen, Dortmund
and Berl in. The Federal Government 2as decided to press ahead
IoJith the expansion of cable networks.

In France, betloJeen 6 000 000 and 8 000 000 households are linked
to small community aerials transmitting programmes that are
receivable LocaLly. CabLe television networks (some 400 000
subscribers) relaying foreign programmes have been introduced
primari ly in the regions of Northern France. The French Government
has decided to Launch a cabling programme and has made the necessary
arrangements for financing this costly venture. The initial
objective is to have 1 400 000 subscribers by 1985 , with around
half of the househoLds in France being linked to a modern cable
network .using l i.ght-wave transmission technology by 1995.

There are as yet no cabLe networks in Greece. Cable television
in ItaLy has not progressed beyond the fi rst tentative attempts
to introduce it. In Ireland, some 26% of all television viewers
are linked to 21 - mainly small - cable networks which carry domestic
and, above all , British programmes.

In Luxembourg, the number of households receiving their television
programmes via small cabLe networks is put at some 65 000, or
a round 90% of aLL househo Lds. In t he Net her Lands , a round
2 800 000 teLevision viewers (just under 65% of the total) are
at the moment linked to a communi ty aeri a L or a cab le network.
In addition to the two Dutch channeLs , German , Belgian and, in
some cases , British and French teLevision is offered.

In the United Kingdom, 2 600 000 households , or 14% of television-
set miners , currently receive teLevision transmissions via cable.
Of these" 1 500 000 subscribe to the services provided by 440
private operators , with the remainder being l inked to non-commercial
networks operated by the locaL authorities, housing associations,
et c. 6

Information Technology Advisory PaneL CITAP) , Cable Systems,
A report , Cabinet Office , London 1982 , p. 18.
BEC/IGC/ICR/SC. 2/CTV/2, Annex , p. 6.
Government declaration by Helmut Kohl

, "

BulLetin des Presse-
und Informationsamtes" of 14 October 1982, No 93, p. 857.
Doc. BEC/IGC/ICR/SC. 2/CTV/2 loco cit ., p. 13.
Inter-Parliamentary Consultative CounciL of BeneLux loco cit.
P. 26.
ITAP report , loco ci~. , p. 10.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SATELLITE AND CABLE BROADCASTING

The two new broadcasting techniques of sateLlite transmission and cable
transmission are complementary, and not mutualLy inc.ompatible, developments.

One of the char.acteristics of direct broadcasting by satellite is its
abi lity to beam signals to large , cross-frontier areas at comparatively
littLe cost. The system s advantages are clearly discernible when it
comes to servicing thinly-populated or " shadow

" .

areas. It leaves
individuals the utmost dis~retion as to whether, when and to what extent
they wish to avai L themselves of the opportunities thus afforded for
receiving signals direct from domestic and foreign transmitters.
However , because of the cost of purchasing and install ing an individual
receiver and in view of certain other , technical difficulties,e.g. mobi le reception in the case of cars or portable equipment
broadcasting s.atell it.es will not replace land-based transmissions for
some time to come.

for it~ part, cabLe distribution can be profitably operated only in areas
with a high density of subscribers. Once in place , the modern, high-
capacity networks are abLe to relay programmes transmitted via satellite.
The cost of the receiving equipment needed is inversely proportional
to the cost of laying the cables and, when shared between all the
subscribers, is hardly significant.

The Satellite-transmission and cable-transmission systems .are
compLementary and mutually advantageous. In the difficult starting-
period, cable subscribers provide new di rect-satell ite channeLs with theviewer potential essential to their future viability, while the
availability of direct-satellite channeLs acts as ~n additional
incentive to be on cable and the increase in the number of subscribers
and monthly fees means that the cabL ing operation can be financed more
quickLy. Indeed, a cable network on which not alL programmes receivabLe
LocaLLy are avai Lable wi Ll probabLy encounter considerable scepticism
both on financial grounds (double the cost because .of the extra aerials
needed) and for reasons of media poLicy, especialLy if , at the same time
the operation of individual aerials is restricted for legal reasons or
because of actuaL circumstances.

With a view to the standardization of technical input specifications
preparatory work has been undertaken within the E8U to ensure that
programmes picked up are reLayed in fuLL , i. e. with no deterioration
in quality and including any muLtilingual sound channels, teletext
subtitLes, etc. , and that , as a result , cable reception is put on the
same footing as direct reception.

Such considerations do not apply to the relay of programmes via another
kind of satellite; the so-calLed teLecommunications satelLite.
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The signaLs transmitted via these satellites (telecommunications
between individuals, live transmissions over long distances, exchange

of Eurovision programmes) are not intended for the general public but
for one or more qualified re~eivers (postal and telecommunications
authorities , broadcasting authorities, cable operators).

Individual " insular" cable networks can be supplied cheaply with
centrally produced programmes via such relatively low-power
satellites. This development is aLready welL advanced in the United
States, for example, and wi II also gather momentum in the Community.

In the United Kingdom, SatelLite Television PLC already useS such a

deLivery satellite, the ECS, with the approval of both the Government
and the satellite operator, Eutelsat , to transmit its own television

programme, " Skychannel" , for betvJeen three and five hours a day to
Norway, Helsinki and Switzerland, where it is fed into local cable

networks with some 500 000 subscribers in alL. Negotiations on the
relaying of the programme to other cable companies are under way.

Under telecommunications legisLation, it is not the transmission by

satel L He but only the feeding of programmes into the cable network
that ranks as broadcasting, since this alone is intended for the
generaL public. A cable operator who supplies programmes in this
way is , in many cases, treated as a domestic broadcaster even if the
programme comes from abroad.

~ ,.)
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P ART TWO

CULTURAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS

The number of those reached by radio and television in the Community is
impressive; Annex 1 , at the end of this Green Paper, gives some
figures. They show the extraordinary cultural, social and economic
significance of the two media. However , the bulk of television
viewers, and a great many radio listeners too, receive programmes only
from the country in which they live. For practical purposes only
people Living in BeLgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands, and in some
areas along the Community s internal frontiers, currently enjoy a
common market in broadcastingservi cess Detai Ls of the present
television overspill in Europe are given in ~nnex 2.

New transmission and broadcasting techniques , such as direct broadcasting
by satellite and cable diffusion, will alLow those in the othe
Community regions also to be reached from other Member States giving
them access to a broad range of information, opinion and culture in the
Communi ty.

The citizens of the Community will welcome the extension of the potential
coverage and content of television aLL the more if the Community is in a
position to view the opportunities offered by these new broadcasting
techniques as a cultural challenge and to place them .Jithin
the context of a broad plan for the future of Europe not based on
economic precepts alone.

Intenffi report, -~c. ci , pp. 103 et seq , and pp. 151 et seq.
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POLITICAL FREEDOMS

Community-wide television broadcasting is already guaranteed by the
fundamental rights of freedom of information and opinion 1r/hich are
binding in the Community.

Freedom of information and opinion

The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms of 4 November 1950, which has been ratified by
alL the Community Member States and to which the European Parliament
the Counci l and the Commission of the European Communities pledged
themselves in a common declaration on 2 April 1977, lays down inArticle 10(1): " Everyone has the right to fr~~edoffl of expressiorl.
This right shall include freE'dom to held opinions and to receive and
impart information and ideas without interference by public authority
and regardless of frontiers. This Article shall not prevent States
from requiring the licensing 01 broadcasting, television or cinema
enterpri ses

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights , which was unanimously
adopted by the United Nations GeneraL Assembly on 10 December 1948
embodies the following principle in Article 19: " Everyone has the
right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom
to hold opinions without interference and to seek , receive and impart
information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights to which , of the
Member States, Denmark , Germany and the United Kingdom have acceded
aLso assumes the principle of freedom of information. Article 19('1) and(2) state: " Everyone shaLL have the right to hold opinions without
interference. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression;
this right shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information
and ideas of alL kinds , regardless of frontiers, either oraLLy, in
writing or in print , in the form of art , or through any other media of
his choice

The conclusions of the Final Act of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) also referred to this principle of the free
exchange of information. Although these are not b-:nding, they have great
vaLue as a moral commitment by the signatory states , whi ch include the
Member States. Section VII of the catalogue of principles includes the
statement that the participating states "wiLL respect human rights and
fundamental freedoms , including the freedom of thought , conscience
reLigion or belief for aLL" Direct reference is made to freedom of
information under the heading " Information" in basket 2. There the
participating states express their intention, in particular , to improve
the circulation of , access to and exchange of information, includingfi lmed and broadcast information
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All these international instruments , to which others could be added 
feature not just freedom to express opinions (active freedom of information)
but also freedom to receive information from all the usual sources
of access (passive freedom of information). Both Df these freedoms
act as guarantees for cross-frontier broadcasting. Broadcasts over the
airways are a particularly important example of a generally accessible
source of information. With respect to freedom to express opinions
improvements in the technical potential for simultaneous broadcasting
of a large number of programmes open up new opportunities for alL shades
of opinion to participate more directly in broadcasting.

In addition to these human rights guarantees with regard to the freedom
to express opinions and of information , there is an older body of rules,
a ri sing from i nternat i ona l bi latera land mu l t i latera L treat i es re lat i 
to internationaL exchanges of information or significant for such exchanges.
Many bilateral cultural , friendship, maritime and trade agreements
provide guarantees for cross-frontier exchanges of information as a means
of promoting economic and cultural relations.

In addition, the principle of the freedom to broadcast radio or teLevision
programmes has largely been accepted into international customary law.This can be confirmed by examining the practice of radio broadcasting
and the reactions of receiving states.

Radio has already become an international medium. Television will
move towards becoming one through the use of direct satellite broadcasting
and cable relay systems.

UN ResoLution 59(1) , 14. 1946: " Freedom of information is a fundamentaL
human right and basis for all freedoms to which the UN is committed"
UN Charter Article 56, in conjunction with Article 55, commits UN members
to promoting "universal respect for , and observance of , human rights and
fundamental freedoms ... " The International Convention on the ELimination of All
Forms of RaciaL Discrimination of 7 March 1966 Lists

, in Article 5 , civil rights inrespect of which discrimination is forbidden. 
Section (d) (VIII) refers to U theright 10 freedom of opinion ard expression . The lTeambLe to ihe LNESCO (bnstitution advocates

the free exchange of ideas and knowLedge and Arti 
cle 1 advocates the promotion of the free

fLow of ideas by word and picture. The UNESCO Resolution of 1948 recommends
to Members that they shouLd recognize the right of citizens freely to
Listen to broadcasts from other countries. (Records of the GeneraL
Conference of UNESCO, Thi rd Session , Res. 7. 2221 , Beirut 1948). The UNESCO
declaration on the mass media of 28 November 1978, on the free flow and
the comprehensive and balanced dissemination of information as a significant
factor for international understanding, is also relevant; it lays down
in Article IIC1): " The exercise of freedom of opinion , expression andinformation, recognized as an integral part of human rights and fundamentaL
freedoms , is a vital factor in the strengthening of peace and internationaL
understandi ng

.~ "

tJ 
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The greater range of radio waves , inherent in their technical
characteristics , was exploited from an early stage. In many parts
of the Community, cross-frontier reception of other nations
programmes is either already a reality or perfectly feasible. 
specificCJlly internCJtional radio system was simultaneously built up,
whose programmes are aimed dire-ctly at foreign CJudiences
(e.g. Deutsche WelLe 1 Deutschlandfunk

, Radio France, RCJdio Wereldomroep,
BBC World Service). Nowadays, two-thirds of all states transmit thei.
international programmes in theshortwCJve band. There is no place on
earth where it would be impossible to re~eive this type of broadcCJst.

The admissibility of beaming radio across frontiers has been recognized
by the legal systems of the free democracies and may to some extent be
regarded as international customary law. Thi~ also CJPplies tointernat-ional radio progrCJmmes specificaLLy aimed at CJ foreign audience.
Freedom of broCJdcasting has in this specific area become accepted as
customCJry law.

Obstac LesII .

Freedom of expression and information do not of course apply without
restriction. International guarCJntees of human rights contain a number
of reservations for national rules, and permit freedom of information
and expression to be weighed against other important values. However
the principLe of freedom of information is not jeopardized by this, but
confirmed. An exampLe is Article 10(2) of the European Convention on
Human Rights , according to which the right to freedom of expression and
information (Article 10(1)) may be subject to legal restrictions which
are necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of national
security; territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention
of disorder or crime , for the protection of heaLth or morals for theprotectlon of the reputation or rights of others

, for preventing the
discLosure of information received in confidence, or for maintaining
the authority and impartiality of the judiciary

,---

Whose programmes iJrerequired " to provide foreign audiences with a
comprehensive picture of the poLitical , cultural and economic life
of Germany and to present to them the German attitude on important
questions of national and international affai rs law on the creation
of Federal Broadcasting Authorities, 29. 11. 1960, BundesgesetzbLatt I
p. 862, Article 1(1) second sentence.
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III. Pol icy for safeguarding freedom in the field of communi cations

This brief overview of the international legal situation shows how
fundamental is the decision t-aken by the Western democracies to pr.omote

free transmission of information as an expression of politicaL freedoms.
They have on many occasions, in the United Nations and in its ancillary
organizations, opposed efforts to introduce, in the field of cross-frontier
exchange of information, the principle of prior agreement of receiving

states and to repLace free exchange of information by the principle of
control over such exchanges within a new World Order for Information
and Communication.

All the Community Member States refused to approve the United Nations

Resolution of 10 December 1982, which, in its annex entitled

, "

Guiding principLes for the use of artificial satellites for internationaL
di rect teLevi sion broadcasting" contains amongst other things the

requi re.ment that states must seek the prior agreement of countries in

whi~h broadcasts might possibly be received before broadcasting any
television programmes direct (Sections 13 and 14).

Requirements of this nature clash with the basic principles of the
European democracies. Freedom of information is a prerequisite to the
exercise of the right of citizens to elect their parliament. Only
citizens who can obtain information freely are in a position to assume
responsibility for their democratic rights and duties. In aLL the

Member States, broadcasting enjoys a wide degree of independence from
Government. There is no state responsibi Lity for the content of
individual programmes and this is actively discouraged.

In sum it may be observed that the Member States have committed
themseLves , both politicaLLy and - with specific reservations - legaLly,
to guaranteeing the free cross-frontier exchange of information.

This commitment by the Member States tallies with the obligations of
Community law enshrined in the EEC Treaty to create the legal preconditions
for Community-wide broadcasting (see Part Five).

T;ep;;nted in the interim report Loc. cit ., pp. 75-78.
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THE NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN THE SERVICE OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

Cross-frontier radio and television broadcasting would m~ke ~ significant
contribution to European unification. According to the preamble to
the EEC Tre~ty the intention is "to lay the foundations of an ever closer
union among the peoples of Europe , while Article 2 states that the
Community s task is " to promote ... closer relations between the States
belonging to it" Television will play an important part in developing
and nurturing awareness of the rich variety of Europe s common cultural
and historical heritage. The dissemination of information across
nation~l borders can do much to help the peoples of Europe to recognize
the common destiny they share in many are~s.

It is aLso essential to improve coverage of events in the other
Member States if the citizens of Europe are to play their full part - in
particular as voters in elections for the European ParLiament - in
bui lding the Community. A greater role for the citizens in the
decision-making process of the European institutions wi II stimulate
interest in Community affairs. This requires awareness on a much wider
geographicaL scale. Accordingly, the European Parliament called for
a supranational approach to the dissemination of information:
European unification will only be achieved if Europeans w~nt it.
Europeans will only want it if there is such a thing as a European
identity. A European identity will only develop if Europeans ~re
adequately informed. At present , information vi~ the mass media is
controlled at nationaL level"

In its Resolution of 12 Mar~h 1982 the European Parliament stressed the
need for the Community to encourage and participate in pLans by the
national t.elevision companies and the Eu

Zopean Broadcasting Union toestabLish a European television channel. The Commission stated its
readiness to do so in its interim report "Realit 1es and tendencies inEuropean television - perspectives and Dptions

The fact that cross-frontier television broadcasting offers an opportunity
for heLping to deveLop a European identity is an aspect of the new
broadcasting technology which also hoLds some attraction for the
Member States. The aim is to use the possibi lity of di rect televi sion
transmission via sateLlite in order to produce and broadcast a new
kind of programme with a European focus. In Germany the ZDF has given
thought to the possibility of a European sateLLite channeL. In France
pLans are being deveLoped for cooperation with neighbouring countries
on a joint channel for the French-speaking areas. Radio Luxembourg
sateLLite pLans envisage a channeL tailored to European requirements.

turopean ParLiament , Report on behalf of the Committee on Youth , CuLtureEducation , Information and Sport on radio and teLevision broadcasting in
the European Communi ty, rapporteur W. Hahn , document No 1-1013/81 of
23 February 1982 (PE 73. 271/fin. , pp. 9, 11 and 12.

OJ C 87, 5. 1982, p. 110 and p. 111.
Interim report loco cit. ; See especialLy p. 27, section 36.

ZDF-Schriftenreihe , Heft 25, Mainz 1981.
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However , new programmes specificaLLy designed for European interests
are not the only .contribution; the broadcasting of national
programmes across national borders can do just as much to promote
European integration:

- the range of sources for information about the other Member States
of the Community and their peoples is thereby dramatically increased;

- access to programmes from other Member States provides a common
background of information which offers far better chances of mutual
understanding, trust and rapprochement;

- with more information , avai Lable, different sources can be compared;
this wi II sharpen people ' s judgment and help them to make a more
objective assessment of the situation in the Member States and hence
in the Community.

It would be a great advantage for the mi II ions of workers and
self-employed persons who have made use of the freedom of movement
guaranteed by the EEC Treaty to be able to receive prOgrammes from
their home countries in the Member States where they are working.

Cross-frontier broadcasting of European as well as national programmes
will aLso give a boost to those bodies in the Community .which
endeavour to further the progress of European unification , by providing

them with a wealth of information, arguments and new impulses.

P, 0.
li 
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THE NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN THE SERVICE OF CULTURAL EXCHANGE

All the Member States of the Community welcome and promote cultural
exchanges between thei r peoples both for the stimulating effect they
have on the creativity of artists and thinkers and for the sake of
developing a wider audien.ce.

Televi sion , like radio, would become a means of conveying information
about political , social and cultural events from one country to another
and thus a ~ourceof cu ltura l enri chment. Added to the impressions
gained from travel and other activities , this would provide citizens
from neighbouring countries with a far more rounded and clearer
pi cture.

Cooperation between the broadcasting organizations in the Community,
both bi lateral and within existing international bodies such as the
European Broadcasting Union (EBU, widely known as "Eurovision ) which
at present mainly invoLves programme exchanges, would be supplemented
by something much more immediate: a direct "exchange" of programmes in
the Community. With wider coverage areas , viewers would have direct
access to programmes broadcast in neighbouring countries. However , the
advantage of bei ng ab Le to recei ve the ori gi na l programmes di rect 
offset by the problem of language, a

1 the scope for language aids undersuch a system is still very Limited.

To begin with , however the main objective wi II be to make programmes
aimed at national audiences avai lable to people in the other Member States.
At a later stage television could follow the example of radio, producing
programmes intended to convey Life and events in one count ry for
audi ences in the other Member States.

Transmission of domestic television programmes across national borders
also offers the interested public new opportunities for learning about
the cinema and other culturaL productions in the audio-visual fieLd in
other Member States.

This appLies in particular to productions which are not marketed via
the Large international di stributors (fi L.m workshop broadcasts). There
are many examples to show that creativity is heightened by contact with
different cultures.

;os e technicaL soLutions include multichanneL sound and simuLtaneous
transmission of subtitles in several languages via teLetext. Such
arrangements would be faci itated by a single set of standards for
direct broadcasting by sateLLite in Europe.

'" 

i:i :Ji
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These advantages are not merely theoreti cal. The Nordi c countries
are already working on the practical details of using di 

rect satellite
broadcast i ng for supranat i ona l programme exchange. At the WARC in

1977 theyappl led for and were granted a number of satellite channels
to cover the entire Nordic region. A joint satellite project 

(Nordsat)
was agreed. In the preamble to the draft treaty governing
cross-frontier transmissions by satelLite particular emphasis is placed
on the cultural opportunities offered by intensified programme exchange:

Conscious of the vital need to maintain and strengthen 
the cultural

proximity of the Nordic peoples , anxious to promote mutual interest and

knowledge between the neighbouring Nordic countries in order to acquire

a better understanding of the individual character of each country

intent on promoting these objectives by the transmission of radio and
television programmes from individual countries throughout the Nordic
region and thereby at the same time allowing ethnic and cultural
minorities greater opportunity to enjoy cultural productions and
information in their own languages , desiring to offer the inhabitants

of the region a greater and broader range for programmes ona pan-Nordic
basi s and to strengthen cooperation between the Nordi c broadcasting
companies in order to provide a platform of programme production that
wiLL extend beyond the resources of th.e individual countries, realizing
the value of Nordic programme exchange via satellite as a counterbaLance
against the growing range and extent of radio and television broadcasts
by other countries a~ross national and language frontiers ~.- the
Governments of Denmark , Finland, Iceland , Norway and Sweden have agreed

as fo lows. 1 "

The CounciL of Europe , which regards the promotion of cuLture in Europe

as a priority, has carried out a detai Led study of the cultural effects

of direct television broadcasting by satelLite (DBS). In a repor'

Nordic Council of Ministers , Nordic Radio and Television via SateLlite -

Final Report , Stockholm 1979 (the emphasis is the Commission s).

II 
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adopted by the Commi ttee of Mi ni sters 1 it notes that DBS wi II offer
viewers a greater number of channels to choose from than ground
transmissions. In addition , a wider European audience would be given
the opportunity of watching for"eign television broadci:lsts and even
specificalLy European programmes. This could help understanding between
peoples , deepen their knowledge of each other s culture and development
and contribute towards a more widespread European identity. Europe
must therefore exploit the opportunity offered by the new transmission
techniques for increasing the range of progri:lmmesavai lable in order to
exchange broadcasts ona pan-European basis. Provision of a greater
variety of programmes cannot , in its view, be limited to ni:ltional
possibilities. This is pi:lrticularly true as regards the Member Sti:ltes
of the European Communi ty.

CulturaL exchanges worldwide are the particular .concern of UNESCO.
The final report of the World Conference on Cultural Policies, held
from 26 JuLy to 6 August 1982, contains a section on international
cuLtural cooperation , which begins as follows: " Creative human activity
and the full deveLopment of the individual and society depend upon the
widest possible dissemination of ideas and knowLedge by way of cultural
exchanges and contacts. ,,3

The Commission its.elf recently reiterated the vaLue of cultural
exchanges for promoting culture in the Community and stressed that
widening the audience mw;t be accompanied by other measures. These

incLude ensuring thBt the benefit gained by the holders of i:luthors
and performers ' rights from the commercial expLoitation of their work
via satellite and cable television broadcasts is commensurate with the
increasing audience potential. They must - if they cannot already do so'-
be enabled to i:ldapt their marketing practice to changing consumer
patterns. Th is Green Paper contai ns proposal s a long these Lines
(Part 6, C).

\ouncil of Europe, Steering Committee on the Mass Media (CDMM)
Committee of Experts on Media Policy (MM-PO) , Final activity report on
the possibility of reaching agreement on a Legal instrument relating to
direct broadcasting by satellite DBS, Strasbourg, 7. 10. 1982
Document MM-PO (82) 24.

oc. Clt. , 30-31.
Unes ~World Conference on CuLtural PoLicies, Mexico City, 26 JuLy -
6 August 1982, Final Report , Paris , November 1982, p. 45, Section 43;
even more explicit are recommendations No 136 on the dissemination and
exchange of cultural information (p. 146) and No 142 on cultural
agreements and culturaL exchanges (p. 151).
Stronger Community Action in the Cultural Sector , SuppLement 6/82 -
Bull. EC. pp. 12 and 13.
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Frequent warnings are heard about the dangers of the cultural
domination of one country by another in the cinema , although this is

not a problem between Member States. As for the production of
television programmes within the Community, no individual
Member States are predominan~. Statistics on the films broadcast on
television in the Member States show that the proportion of fi lms
from other Member States is regrettably small (Annex 3), Greater
cooperati on between the European broadcasti ng authori ties is desi rab le
and is being pursued in various ways.

However , most of the fi lms shown come from one single non-member
country - the USA. As a result there is already a certain uniformity
in the range of fi lms screened on television in the Community.
Programmes such as "Dallas" are carried by almost every television
channel in the Member States. The creation of a common market for
television production is thus one essen~ial step if the dominance of
the big American media corporations is to be counterbalanced. This is
yet another area where the establishment of a Community-wide market

wiLL allow European firms to improve their competitiveness.
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THE SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES

An important question for the Community is what effect the opening up
of internaL frontiers made possible by Community-wide broadcasting
wi II have on viewers and on the content of broadcasts in the future.

Effects on viewers

Some af the dangers attributed to the "new media" are simply irrelevant
to an increase in the number of programmes achieved by relaying foreign
programmes. People wi II not be overwhelmed with information or stirnul i
simply by having the opportunity to watch or Listen to radio or teLevision
broadcasts from other Member States rather than thei r domestic programmes.

Moreover , contrary to the common fear regarding the "media revolution
the provision of cross-frontier broadcasting is unlikely to produce
an increase in viewing and listening. Neither in Belgium nor in
the Netherlands , where cable television offering nine to sixteen
foreign channels is widespread, has the average dai ly viewing time
risen. Indeed , long-term surveys of viewing habits in those countries
have shown that average viewing sett les down at just aver two hours
per day, even where the number of channels actually avai Lable has
increased. The aLLeged "addictive fascination" of teLevision does
not corne into play in the case of foreign programmes simpLy because,
for most viewers , watching them requires a greater intellectual effort.
Consequent ly, fears that a greater choi ce of channels could Lead
to "personality disorders" are unjustified.

Look ing at the average pi cture does not , however, teL l us anything
about the dangers for certain specific categories of persons - such
as chi ldren and young people. In fact , the above findings apply
to them in an even greater measure because they, especially, will
be unable to folLow programmes from abroad because of the Language
barrier. Their interest in foreign language broadcasts wi LL tend
to develop only as they progress through schooL and come to learn
forei gn Languages - in other words , when thei r maturi ty and experi ence
have grown.

For other groups - foreigners, for exampLe - cross-frontier broadcasting
wi lL be a positive advantage , affering them for the fi rst time a
chance to maintain cLoser contact with and share directly in the
life of their home country.

Daniel Poesmans , VerkabeLung und Fernsehverhalten in FLandern
Media Perspektiven 1981 , pp. 240 and 243.
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Assuming that the avaiLability of foreign channels is hardly going
to affect the average amount of viewing time, it follows that the

number of programme choices made by viewers - whether positive or
negative - will increase. Viewers and Listeners are likely to learn

to use greater judgment and to be more selective.

What criteria and direction such selectivity will follow requires
further study. Any forecast involves more or less plausible conjecture.
One type of attitude is for the viewer to select programmes which
corroborate and confirm his awn opinions. This is quite compatible

with a differentiation of opinion through awareness of additionaL
arguments. Whether or not the overall effect is to strengthen existing
opinions and prejudices depends primarily on the type of programme
avai lable: crudeLy stereotyped programmes presenting sweeping judgments
in tine with majority sentiment heighten the negative effects , while

programmes presenting different facets of the arguments tend to heighten
the positive effects. Another attitude, widely welcamed , but which

depends very much on the quaLity of the programmes availabLe, treats
the media criticaLly, as a source of information and culture (cognitive
growth). The contrary (escapist) attitude is ta seek in the media
easy answers and surrogate solutions to prablems and relief from
stress. Finally, seLectivity can be directed towards social objectives,
treating the media as the frame and fabric of interpersonal communicatian.
None the less , a number of social factors such as parentaL example,
fami ly unity, style of upbringing, play a determining role.

The growth in broadcasting may also significantly affect the availability
and dissemination of knowledge , even if other factors - such as home

schaol , social status and interpersonal reLations - predominate initiaLLy.

II. Effects on programme content

The increase in the number of channels avai lable to media users as

a resuLt of Community-wide broadcasting may have both positive and
negative effects (increased variety as against poorer quality and
Less scope for financing individuaL programmes).

The effects on programme content and quaLity are closely linked with
the scale and nature of the avai lable sources of finance. For example,
in the case of an oLigopoListic market structure the supplier might
endeavour to find the Lowest common denominator: programmes which
wouLd not be anyone s first choi ce , but whi ch people wi l L prefer
to watch rather than to switch .off , are duplicated until the audience
which can be captured by a more specialist pragramme is greater than
could be attained by re-dupL icating the most popular type of programme

l:. l-
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(i . e. th(!t with the Lowest common denominator). In the c(!se of "pay TV"
thi s tendency tow(!rds duplication and the production of progr(!mmes
with the lowest common denominator is less strong bec(!use the fact
that there is a charge for programmes provides programme producers
with a more accurate picture of (!udience preferences and thus encour(!ges
the production of speci(!L interest programmes.

Community-wide broadcasting is unlikely to have such consequences
as it does not di rect ly (!ffect the way in wh i ch ex ist i ng ch(!rtne ls
are fin(!nced. But channels with differing forms of fin(!nce wi II
increasingly be competing for the same audience. The co-existence
of two types of teLevision organization - the one fin(!nced from
licence fees and the other financed on a commerci(!l basis, both
equally bound to provide a public service - has proved its worth
in the United Kingdom over many years. A further increase in the
choice (!vai labte is currently taking pLace there, (!nd past experience
shows that there are no grounds for fears of a drop in the high quaLity
of programmes.
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PART THREE

ECONOMIC ASPECTS

Action on broadcasting is needed for two reasons. One is the
Community ~ brief to create a common market for this important
branch of the economy (A.I). The other is the desi re to
faci Litate cross-frontier broadcasting in the Community (A. II)
and to exploit its integrating effect.

As a cursory review of costs and financing possibi l ities for
broadcasting shows (B) , the use of new transmi ssion techniques
such as direct satellite and cable will further enhante the
economic significance of broading. The infrastructure costs
of introducing these new transmission techniques wi ll, however
be met onLy in part and indi rect ly by the broadcasting
organizations. Production costs differ significantly depending
on the type of programme. Among the financing possibi l ities
subscription programmes and advertising promise substantial
rewards that can be fully realized only through the introduction
of Community-wide broadcasting. New financing possibi l ities
must also be examined, however. The advantages of cross-frontier
DBS cannot have their full impact unless there is a uniform
European standard.

From an economi c angLe, estabL i shmentof a common market for
broadcast ing does , however , have impli cations that go far beyond
the broadcasting sphere. As an advertising medium , broadcasting
organizations help to stimulate sales of goods and services
in many branches of the economy. The cross-frontier broadcasting
of advertising promotes cost savings and increases in efficiency
CD). These economic aspects must not be overLooked if , from a
cuLturaL and social point of view, the role of broadcasting as
a medium providing information , expression of opinions , education
and entertainment is to be preserved.

Moreover , as the technicaL infrastructure necessary for the new
transmission techniques is being developed, financial resources
to the tune of some 100 000 million ECU are being channelled
into specific activities simply in order to create efficient
service-integrated cable networks. These activities include
cable technoLogy, communi cations technology, entertainment
electronics , component technology incLuding micro-electronics
electrical trades and the space industry 

(().
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The transmission of broadcast programmes is only one of several
functions performed by modern integrated communication networks.
Where the production and marketing of goods and services are
concerned, such networks also playa key role in maintaining
the competitiveness of the European economy on international
markets. Moves towards integration, which go hand-in-hand
with an increasingly marked division of labour, heighten the
need for a cross-frontier exchange of information within the
Community. Efficient communication networks, which are the
nervous systems of modern industrialized societies , enable
firms to reduce production, organization and communication costs
and, in so doing, lead to rationalization and higher productivity.

Financing these communication networks, whi~h are essential to
the economy as a whole, cannot simply be a matter for business
users but should also be tai lored to the requi rements and
purchasing power of private households , which will be prepared
to invest in the new techniques only if the variety and
attraction of the new means of communication available provide
them with an incentive to do so. Here too, we see just how
necessary Community measures to Liberalize broadcasting are.

Lastly, the keener competition within the common market will
trigger adjustment processes in broadcasting and in the competing
media and wi II lead to a greater degree of supply specialization.
For example , advertising aimed at encouraging leisure activities
hobby advertising ) wi II provide television with new sources

of revenue , especially as a larger share of private income is
expected to be spent on such activities in the longer term (E).

r. 
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BRCJ,4DCASTING

The broadcasting organizations as a force in the economy

Broadcasting organizations perform an important role in the
Community economy as ~ whole. They are active on the market as
an economi c force and, as employers, provide a large number of
jobs. In all, over 100 000 people from a wide range of
specialist fieLds and covering a bro~d spectrum of skills
(economists , technicians, artists, journ~lists , cr~ftsmen, etc.
are employed on a permanent basis by broadcasting organiz~t;ons
in the Community. Detai ls are given in Annex 4 at the end of this
Paper. In addition, many more people are employed in a
temporary capacity or on a fee- receiving basis , and without
them broadcasting wouLd not be possible.

The broadcasting org~nizations publish annuaL ~ccounts, usually
drawn up in accordance with company law or analogous rules.

In Belgium, there are two Large independent broadcasting bodies,
BeLgische Radio en Televisie (BRT) and Radio-television beLge de
la Communaute cultwrelle franc;aise (RTBF), and one sm~ller
independent body, BeLgische Rundfunk und Fernsehzentrum fur
deutschsprachige Sendungen (BRF). In 1981 , they , had an aggregate
turnover of some BFR 9 250 mi II ion. The RTBF baLance sheet at
31 December 1981 showed a total of BFR 5 330 mi II ion and that of
the BRF one of ~round 8FR 100 million. The 1981 revenue and
expenditure account for Danmarks Radio showed a total of some
DKR 1 200 milLion for television and one of DKR 133 million
for radio (Radiofond). In Germany, the corresponding figures
on the revenue .and expenditure accounts for ARD ~nd ZDF were
some DM 3 900 million ~nd some DM 1 200 million respectively
for 1981. The total budget for the French broadcasting
organizations in 1982 was fixed by the National Assembly at
more than FF 7 800 mi l Lion.. In Greece , expendi ture by ERT-1
in 1982 was given as just under DR 6 000 mi II ion (the figures
for ERT-2are not ~v~ilabte). In Ireland,expenditure by RTE
tot~\.led around IRL 50 million in 1981. In Italy, RAI announced
expenditure of LIT 1 143 146 million for 1981. A large private
broadcasting sector exists alongside RAI. In Luxembourg, the
CLT (Compagnie Luxembougeoise de TeLediffusion) recorded a
turnover of LFR 8280 million in 1982 and showed a profit of
some LFR 971 million in 1980. The broadcasting authorities in
the Netherlands were able to call on revenue totalling
HfL 768 million for their domestic programmes in 1982. In the
United Kingdom , revenue accruing to the BBC amounted to
UKL 602 mi l L ion in 1982 , whi Le the ITV companies recorded a
turnover of UKL 680 mi L l ion. The aggregate turnover of
broadcasting organizations in the Community is around
7 500 mi lion ECU. A summary table with nationaL currencies
converted in ECU is given in Annex 5 at the end of the Green
Paper.

1'" t)
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The broadcasting organizations obtain their finance primari 
from licence fees and/or advertising. The radio and television
licence fees payable in each country are shown in Annex 6.
Licence fees generate about 4200 million ECU for .30 television
and radio organizations in the Community, whi le the other
broadcasting organizations rely on commerciaL advertising.
However, as an advertising medium, the latter compete with
broadcasting organi zations that, in addition, can count on
revenue from licence fees. In 1981, commercial advertising
brought in some 3 300 mi II ion ECU in the Community as a whole.
Detai ls of expenditure on television advertising in the various
European countries and the share of such expenditure in total
advertising expenditure are given in Annex 7.

Broadcasting organizations act in the market as potential buyers
of goods (e.g. land, buildings , broadcasting premises and
equipment , and office equipment) , services (e.g. independent
programme productions, concerts , theatre, ballet and opera
performances , and general servi ces) and rights (copyright and
performers ' rights). They are also suppliers of goods , services
(e. g. advertising) and rights (e. g. marketing of television
productions recorded on video cassettes , international programme
exchanges) .

Commercial subsidiaries or dependent public undertakings set up
for predominantly business and industrial purposes are extremely
powerful and active in a wide variety of fi"!l.ds1 transmitting
and broadcasting programmes via cable networks, se~l ing
advertising time and preparing programme schedule~ pro~ucing
programmes procuring, acquiring and exploiting fi lms
distributing and marketing film and television

In France , a public undertaking with industrial and business
responsibiLities was set up under the Audio-visuaL Communications
Act of 29 July 1982. It is financed in part out of the revenue
it receives from programme companies in consideratjon for the
broadcasting services it provides.
In Germany, all the " Land" broadcasting organizations have set
up independent advertising companies to sell and to carry out
advertising on the air. In some cases , they are even responsabLe
for that part of the programme into which advertising spots
are fitted (Westdeutsches Werbefernsehen GmbH). In other
countries , this responsibi Lity faLls to a ~entral body (R~gie
francaise de publicit~, stichting Ether Reclame) that shares
out its profits among the broadcasting organi2ations according
to a formula fixed by the government.
In France , the Soci~t~ nationale de production carries out those
of its activities not directly financed out of the licence-fee
revenue on a commercial footing. According to Mr B. Labrusse
its chai rman and managing di rector , it is one of the three largest
production companies in the worLd , with 2 500 permanent employees,
500 people employed on an occasional basis and 10 000 sel f-employ.
coLlaborators (artists , authors , etc. ) as weU as a turnover of
FF 1 000 mi Llion and just under Z 000 hours of programme production.
In Germany, Degeto-FiLm GmbH acts in this capacity on behalf of all
the "Land" broadcasting organizations.

~, ~
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productions 1 compi l~ng and pubLishing magazines containing
p~ogramme sche~ules , collecti ~g, sto~ing and exploiting sound,
plcture and wntten documents, caFymg out R&D into the
technical aspects of broadcasting, monitoring and checking
broadcasting equipment and premi ses as well as ascertaining the
extent . of se 5vice ar :as - and adapting broadcasti gg faci ities
acc~r~lngly, transmlttl

~g .

programmes by cabLe, or
1anizingtralnlng and further tralnlng courses f0

8 employees andproviding them with retirement pensions.

Even more than with actual broadcasting, these activities bring them
into competition with other undertakings. They vie with the other
media participants: independent authors/artists, the press
(newspapers/magazines) , the book trade (publishing/retailing),
Libraries/museums, the theatre" the fi Lm industry, manufacturers
of audio and video material , and distribution companies.

As an advertising medium, the broadcasting organizations compete
with newspapers, magazines , outside advertising, directories,
cinema advertising and direct advertising. Of the total of some
USD 27 000 milLion that is s:')ent on advertising in Eurcpe, 12% on

In France, the Institut natioraLde la communication audiovisuelLe
is responsibLe , among other things, for marketing television productions.
Anew agency, the Soci~t~ de commerciali~ation, has been set up to
market television productions abroad and to secure for the culture
industry in France a larger share of the worLd market in audio-visual
productions as a means of increasing the volume and qual ity of

productions. Tn the United Kingdom, the total turnover from sales
of programmes and records and from a variety of services amounted to
LJj(L 12 million in 1980, and the trend is upwards. Hearst,
B;itisches Fernsehen , Media Perspektiven 1981 , pp. 353 and 365.

In Ireland , the NetherLands and the United Kingdom, to name just

three countries , the broadcasting organizations pubLish magazines
Listing their programmes. In 1980, the gross revenue from the BBC'

extensive publishing activities , including the Radio Times , totalled

0ver UKL 56 miLLion. HewLett, BBC Data , Media Perspektiven 1981, p. 367.
The Deutsche Rundfunkarchiv has a central fi Ling system, sound archives
and historicaL archives. BBC Data provides the BBC with a centralized
and comprehensive information service. It aLso operates on a commerciaL
basis the facilities necessary to provide this service. Hewlett
B8C Dat~, Media Pers~ektiv~n 1981 , p. 367. 

In Germany, the Instltut fur Rundfunktechnlk ln the case of ARD and lDF.

If' Germany, the Rundfunk-Betriebstechni k GmbH , in whi ch seven " Land"
broadcasting organizations and lDF have shares.
RTE ReLays contributed IRL 336 784 to the RTE' s results in 1981.

In Germany, the Schule fur Rundfunktechni k , Nuremberg, and the
lent ra Lste l Le Fortbi ldung Programm ARD/ lDF.
In Germany, the Pensionkasse freier Mitarbeiter , Frankfurt , on

behalf of all ARD broadcasting agencies , including RIAS, and on
behaLf of lDF.

;- .
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average goes on television advertising and 3% on radio advertising.
For want of accurate statistics, the economic significance of
the media in the Community as a whole can only be estimated. 
is reckoned that between 1. 5% and 2~ 0% of the Community s gross
national product is generated by the media and that some 1% of
the labour force is employed in that sector, if both wholesale
and retai l Levels are included.

No fundamental differences in economic behaviour are discernable
between private broadcasting organizations and the majority of their
counterparts in the public sector. In performing their service
in the public interest , public broadcasting organiz~tions aperate
in the same way as private commercial undertakings.

II. The financing of broadcasting organizations exposed to
competition from other Member States

From an economic viewpoint, the dismantling of internal barriers
to broadcasting, which permits the cross-frontier transmission of
programmes throughout the Community, wi II entai l changes in
broadcasting companies ' financing arrangements and possibi l ities.
Fears have been expressed that the economic base of some of them
wilL be undermined. Because of its implications for the freedom
to express opinions and to receive and impart information and
for the unhindered access of social groups to the media, this
anxiety has to be taken seriously. However , there is littleto suggest that the establ i shment of a common market in
broadcasting provides any justification for such fears.

Cross-frontier broadcasting will have no direct effect on the
revenue that fLows to broadcasting organizations in the form of
licence fees or government grants. As a rule, mere possession
of a radio or television receiver ready for use entai 

ls payment
of the national Licence fee. This source of financing is not
therefore , conditione L on the actual transmi ssion of programmes,
or on audience size. Its effect is to seal off nationaL markets,
and this cannot be remedied if onLy because imposition of an
officiaL Licence fee is confined to the national territory.
FinanciaLly speaking, no account is taken of the ~ross-frontier
reaLity of broadcasting. On the one hand, financial participation
by foreign Listeners or viewers is not possible even where the
programme is reLayed by cabLe and, on the other , there is noprovi sion enabL ing foreign broadcasters of programmes received
within the country or relayed by cable to share in national
licence-fee revenue.

By contrast , subscription fees in respect of the transmission of
foreign programmes from other Member States couLd be a new source
of finance, on top of the broadcasting organizations ' conventional
sources of revenue. However , future pay-TV programmes , as planned
for example , by the BBC for one of the direct-satellite channels
will have to compete with foreign as well as with other
domestic cable programmes. In those Member States that are planning

International Advertising Association WorLd Advertising
Expenditures 1980, pp. 16 and 17.
See , for example , the RTE information sheet The Finances of
Broadcasting, DubL in 1982" p. 1.
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to expand the supply of domestic programmes in this way"
cross-frontier broadcasting of foreign programmes is seen not
as ~onstitut;ng a threat but as providing a welcome, additional
stimulus to the rapid introdu.ction on the market of the new
transmission techniques.

It is difficult to predict what effects the Community-wide
dissemination of television programmes will have on the
advertising revenue of individual broadcasting organizations
and systems. Gi ven the present di fferences be~een Member States
in the rules on television advertising, the danger of a shift in
the pattern of advertising revenue for reasons other than those
dictated by competition is not to be lighly dismissed. If the
rules on televi sion advert ising in Member States w.ere to be
al igned, as proposed by the Commission (Part Six , A) " this cause
of unnatural and unjustified movements in revenue would be
eliminated. What is more , larger reception areas increase
audience coverage and pave the way forh i gher advert; sing revenue.

Communi ty- ~de broadcasting ~f televi~ion programmes provides
broadcasting organizations with yet another source of revenue , viz.
remuneration from copyright and performers ' rights. The exact
amounts of such remuneration wi II have to be negoti~ted with
foreign cable companies. In this connection, agreements were
concluded recently on feeding foreign programmes into the Belgian
cable networks. Under the agreements, the broadcasting organizations
receive .a fixed percentage of subscription fees. If programmes
were broadcast throughout the Community, revenue from this source
would be much higher.

r- ,.,
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NEW TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES: SATELLITE AND CABLE

The introduction of sat eLL ite and cabLe transmissions wi II entai l
substantial new investment and operating costs that wi II have to
be financed wholly or part ly by subscribers and other users.
The Commi ssion is at present examining the associated questions,
particularly with the operators of communications infrastructures
and is drawing up proposals in connect~onwith the development of
a Community telecommunications policy.

Costs

1 . Direct broadcasting by sateLlite

With a direct satellite system, both the operator and the individual
recipient incur costs. The foreseeable costs of bui lding, launching
and operating a direct television satellite depend primarily on
its size , which in turn determines its capacity. All avai lable
estimates of those costs are subject to a considerable measure of
uncertainty. Because of the wide variety of government support
measures , development costs are not passed on in full. 
individual cases , substantial rebates are avai lable for repeat orders.

Differing interest and inflation rates and technical specifications
make comparisons difficult.

In the United Kingdom, a Home Office report 2 puts the total cost

of bui lding, equipping, launching and operating a DBS system over a
ten-year period at between UKL 14 mi l L ion and UKL 16 mi II ion per
channel and per year for a two-channel system and between
UKL 10 miLlion and UKL 11 miLLion for the Olympus L-sat five-channelsystem. In Germany, the broadcasting organizations estimate the
capital cost of operating on a permanent basis a five-channel
sateLlite-broadcasting system, including the two launches needed
and the terrestial faciLities for steering the satellite and for
transmitting the programmes, depending on whether interest payments
and redemption in respect of this investment are spread over ten
years or longer, at someDM 30 million per channel and per year.

Commission of the European Communities , Communication from the
Commission to the CounciL on telecommunications , lines of action
document COM(83)573 final of 29. 1983.
Home Office, Direct Broadcasting by Satellite - Loncbn 1981 , p. 23.
Report by the "Arbeitsgruppe Satel itenrundfunk" set up by the
officials responsible for broadcasting in the Lander, Media
Perspektiven 1982, p. 776 (783).
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The cost of the receiving equipment has to be bor~e by the individual
receiver. At present , it is reckoned to be in the region of
400 ECU, including the necessary electroni.cs. This cost wi II 
one of the factors determining the speed with which direct
broadcasting by s.atellite is introduced. Most estimates assume
that, by the end of the century, around 50% of subscribers wi II be
able to receive direct-satellite transmissions either direct or
via cable.

Cable broadcasting

The transmission of programmes by cable requires more investment by
the operator than does satellite broadcasting. At the moment,
actuaL cabling cost.s are known only approximately. The differences
between current estimates can be attributed in part to the
different assumptions made. Indeed, the specifications imposed
for cable networks are a major factor in determining the amount of
technical ~ork involved and the network design (capaci ty, return
channel , tree-and-branch or switched-star network). The future
cost of opti cal fibre cable, which , starting around 1985 , will

be used in all Member States for regional transmissionsat least
is not yet known.

The estimates compi led in the Member States do, however , provide a

usefuL starting point. According to one set of calculations
the laying of a wide-ban:! del ivery network i ~corporating a return
channel wi II cost around DM 2 500 per house. In 1982 , the
ITAP report zti lL reckoned on an average cost in the range of
UKL 200-300, a figure which

S viewed under present circumstances,
is probably on the low side.

Provided there is an attractive selection of programmes on offer
the demand from television viewers is expected to produce a
continuous increase in cable connections. Assuming a commerciaLLy
attainabLe cable- network density equal to around half of the
television households in the Community, a total of up to
42 mi II ion teLevision sets could be on cable.

Subject to all the reservations that have to be made , it follows

that the costs of setting up a broadcast distribution network in
the Community would work out at just under ECU 50000 million.

Expertenkommission Neue Medien - EKM Baden-Wurttemberg,
schLuRbericht , Bd. I , Stuttgart 1981 , p. 92.

Information Technology Advisory Panel (ITAP), Cable Systems

A report, Lond 1982, p. 28.
Rt. Hon. Patrick Jenkin , Secretary of State for Industry, UK
Financial Times Conference Organization Cable TeLevision and
Satell ite Broadcasting, London 1983, pp. 1 and 3.
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Prog rammes

Programme production costs depend on a variety of factors
, the most

important being the length and nature of each day s programme, the
production method, the proportion of repeat programmes, etc. 

The
following table illustrates the variabilit

1 in the cost per programmeminute of individual programme components:

- Broadcasts wi th a story-line
- Entertainment broadcasts without a story-l ine
- Music broadcasts
- Information broadcasts
- Broadcasts with a variety of items and forms
- News and current affai 
- Sport and speciaList sports programme (ARD)
- Weather forecast
- Feature fi lms
- Other

- Average cost

DM 7 962
DM 8 478
DM 4 454
DM 3 336
DM 6 169
DM 4 756
DM 2 407
DM 914
DM 1 892
DM 804

DM 4 436

In 1979/80, the average cost per programme minute in the United Kingdom was
UKL 373 (BBC) and UKL 540 (ITV). At the moment , major national broadcasting
companies produce few high-cost programmes , although it is still felt that
savings can be made without quality requirements having to be lowered.
Depending on programme requirements , additional television programmes can
be produced at much lower cost. In the United Kingdom, the cost of adirect-satelLite programme is put at between UKL 100 million and UKL 10 miLlion
while, in Germany, the estimates for a European television programme range
between DM 130 million and DM 200 million. The cost of local or regional
able programmes is appreciably Lower. The Bayerische Rundfunk , which isresponsible for the additional programmes for the Munich pilot cable scheme
estimates that two cable programmes wiLL ~ost only ~round DM 60 million.
Short-duration cable programmes , running for haLf an hour each day, actualLy
cost onLy some ECU 2 miLLion. These figures might , however , prove to beon the Low side if , in the short term, the authorization for additional
programmes causes surges in demand on the programme production side.

By contrast , cross-frontier broadcasting of national teLevision programmes
is a readily available way of offering viewers in the Community an
additional choice of programmes. Recourse to existing programmes does
not necessitate the creation of any additional programme production
capacity or entai l any extra programme production costs. Extending
service areas makes programme production more profitable. 

A cursory lookat the existing exchange of programmes within Eurovision illustrates the
potentiaL this approach offers, with 833 programmes lasting 

1 460 hoursbeing fed into the Eurovision programme exchange in 1979. This compareswith the 5 109 broadcasts Lasting 8 710 hours in all actually produced
by the broadcasting organizations belonging to Eurovision.

ARD-Jahrbuch 1983, Hamburg 1983, p. 345.
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FinancingII .

The question how the cost of sateLlite transmission and, above all , of
cable broadcasting is to be met is a long way from being resoLved in ~ny
of the Member States. There are several alternative or mutually complementary
solutions. The repercussions .that the different types of financing have on
the extent to which individual sections of the population will have to foot
the bi Ll are not only a problem for the media but also an economic problem
since the level of costs determines demand.

The cross-frontier broadcasting of programmes increases revenue derived from
advertising and subscription fees , whi le financing based on official licence
fees is not directly affected. It would seem that only now is the financial
potential of other economic activities engaged in by broadcasting
organizations, e. g. sales of their own productions on video tape, beginning
to be exploited.

Licence fees

With just under 100 million households possessing sets in the Community,
the average licence fee (radio and colour teLevision) 0f81. 9 ECU
generates a total gross revenue of 5 000 million ECU. The official licence
fees payable in the individual Member States are given in Annex 6. At the
moment, the television and radio companies in each c~untry (there are 30 in
aLL) share the net national revenue from this source according to a specific
formula, normally laid down by parliament.

Part-finan~ing of the new transmission techniques out of t~e general licence
fee , an idea being discussed in a number of Member States, would also fall
on those who Were unwilling or unable to take advantage of the possibilities
on offer. This effect is not avoided by introducing a special supplement
(known as "kabelgorschen" in Germany) for all radio and television
subscribers. On the other hand, sharing out the financing costs among a
Larger number of people than the direct beneficiaries would make it possible,
at least initially, to increase more rapidly the number of network link-ups
by charging attractiveLy Low Licence fees. All in all , it seems clear that
(Jiversionot parts of the generaL licence fee (including the increases at
present under discussion) will not be sufficient to finance the volume of
investment mentioned at I (some DM 2 500 per household simply for being
connected to the cabLe network).

\stimate based on the number of receivers for which the licence fee 
payable muLtiplied by the amount of the licence fee in Member States as
at 31 December 1981; European Broadcasting Union (EBU) Review

Programmes , Administration , Law , No 2 , March 1983, pp. 60-63.
After deductions, in particuLar to cover collection costs.
In the case of the Uni ted Kingdom, for example, see Home Offi ce
Direct Broadcasting by Satellite , Loc. cit. , pp. 66 et seq.
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Advertising

Annex 8 at the end of the Green Paper gives a survey of the European
countries in which there is television and/or radio advertising,
broken down into natiDnaL and regionaL ~ommercial advertising,
and the countries in which broadcast advertising is wholly or
partly prohibited.

Radio and television advertising already contributes significantly
to the financing of the activities of most broadcasting organizations
in the Community. Further details for each Member State are given
in Part Four. Annex 9 shows what percentage of the income of
the individual European television channels or of the television
companies behind them was derived from advertising in 1981.

Commercial advertising brought in some 3 300 mi lL ion ECU for
broadcasting organizations in 1981 , or just under half of their
total financing needs. The details ~re given in Annex 10. 
the absence of any revenue from advertising, the average licence
fee would be 121. 57 ECU instead of 81. 9 ECU as at present.

Advertisers are demanding that advertising time be extended according
to free-market principLes , since they reckon that advertising
boosts economic growth. This conviction is reflected in the
fact that their overall spending on advertising is increasing
at an average annuaL rate of 5%-10%. Detai ls of the advertising
turnover and growth in advertising of the individual advertising
media in the Member States in the period from 1970 or 1975 to
1981 are given in Annexes 11 and 12. Expenditure in Europe on
advertising as a whole in 1982 and on television advertising in
1981 is shown in Annex 7.

Among broadcasting organizations too, there is the view that
advertising wi II be the major source of finance for televisionin the future. This is an assessment also shared by representatives
of pubL ic broadcasting organizations. Simi lar expectations
prompted the decision in 1982 to remove the statutory limitations
on the share of revenue accruing to French public broadcasting
organizations that may be financed by advertising (25%). According
to a statement by the French Minister for Communications 2 the
R&gie fran~aise de publicit& was obliged in 1981 to refuse
advertising applications worth FF 1 400 million because of thisceiling. FF 800 million to FF 1 000 milLion of this would probabLy
have been actuaL purchases of advertising time. This demandhad not been transferred to other media: less than 2% of this
amount of FF 800 mi.lL ion to FF 1 000 mi II ion had gone to the regionaldaily press. " These figures mean at all events that , as far
as television is concerned , there is a potential market which
can be expLoited for the benefit of the public sector.

see, for example , Dieter Stolte , General Manager of the ZDF
on the occasion of the 1983 annual meeting of the
Zentralausschuss der Werbewi rtschaft in Bonn.
In connection with the debate on the new Law in Parliament.
Published in " TF 1 , Loi sur La communication audiovisueLle
Paris 1981 , p. 112.
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, therefore, the amount of teLevision time devoted to advertising
is to be extended, the restrictions on television advertising
time that are in force in virtually all Member States must beeased. These restrictions have led to artificial shortfalls
in the supply of advertising time, with the result that there
is substantial excess demand for advertising time in most Member
States, and in particular in Germany1 and France. Accordingly,
firms have been unable to spend the considerable resources they
have available on their desired advertising objectives.

Spending on teLevision advertising in the Community is currently
running at 3 100 mi II ion ECU (see Annex 7 for 1981 figures).
If it is assumed that the resources avai lable for television
advertising in the Community wi ll , in the longer term, reach the
level recorded in the United Kingdom in 1980, we have a market
potential two or three times greater than at present. At first
sight , the additional potential of between 3 500 million ECU and
7000 million ECU3 seems huge. However, it must not be forgotten
that the United Kingdom is one of the countries in the Community
where commercial television has been allowed to develop along
free-market lines.

Subscriptions (Pay-TV)

Consideration is aLso being given to the idea that those who benefit
from the new transmi ssion techniques should help di rect ly to financethe costs involved. For example, a special financial contribution
over and above the licence fee is already levied for connection
to the cabLe network. Regardle.ss of the organizational structure
of the cabLe operator, this special contribution is intended to
finance cabL ing costs. Simi lar special charges for the right
to operate receiving equipment for direct-satellite broadcasts
are under discussion in a number of Member States.

Experience in Member States shows that subscribers are prepared
to pay more for additional programmes. A rapid review of the
differing situations in three Member States wi II illustrate the
incentive effect of broadcasting foreign programmes where cable
financing is concerned.

ARD~Jahrbuch 1982 , Hamburg 1982 , pp. 57 and 59.
In France, the surplus demand was estimated to be equivalentto over FF 1 000 million even in 1979 (RozenbLum,
Die Fernsehwerbung in Frankreich , Media Perspektiven 1981 , pp. 131
and 133) and to as much as USD 260 milLion in 1980 (Pitati/Richeri
SateLlite Broadcasting in the ' 80' Lo Spettatore Internazionale

JuLy-September 1982, pp. 179 and 186.
The ITAP report loco cit. , 21 , 3. , put the potential for extra
advertising revenue at UKL 2 000 miLlion a year.
In the United Kingdom, for example, see Home Office
Direct Broadcasting by Satellite, loco cit., pp. 71 et seq.

(, ~
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In Belgium , the cable television companies meet the total costs
of a simple cable distribution network out of an annual
subscription fee of some BFR 2 700 for the simultaneous transmission
of between thirteen and sixteen domestic and foreign programmes.
The UK .cable systems carry only four or six television programmes
and have to make do .wi th an annua l fee of around UKL 15 per
subscriber , hardly sufficient for the operation of the network
and certainly not sufficient to finance the laying of wide-band
networks in the future. In Germany, the Federal Postal Administration
was planning to charge, with effect from 1 July 1983, a once-for-all
connection fee of DM 400 per household and a basi c monthly fee
of DM 6 in respect of its cable networks. For programmes fed
into a cable distribution system viaa microwave link or via satellite
and then piped to the receiver , an additional monthly fee of
DM 3 is charged. During the start-up phase , this scale of charges
wi II apply in the fi rst place unti l 1985; it is doubtful whether
the charge of DM 3 fully reflects the market pri ce of transmitting
foreign programmes.

In addition, efforts being made in Member States to widen the
selection of domestic programmes avai lable , in part by granting
authori zation to other broadcasters , are now taking fi rmer shape,
and this is expected to stimulate the demand for cable link-ups.
Additional programmes can be offered either as "programme packets
individual subscription programmes (pay-TV) or parts of programmes
(pay-per-view). Subject to certain conditions designed primarily
to avoid the dangers highlighted by experience in the United States
a 1983 White Paper in the United Kingdom i

2 supposed to pave theway for all these programme possibilities.

Subscription provides a further source of revenUe and does not
di rectLy damage the interests of television companies whose financing
needs are met out of either licence-fee revenue or adverti singrevenue. As yet , it is not possible to say with any degree
of reliabiLity what the subscription fee wiLL be. In the
United States , where , given the peculiarities of the domestic
teLevision system as regards both technical and programme quality,
experience points to a particularly buoyant demand for .additional
programmes , the largest cable company, HBO, reckons that , in the
case of new housing developments , there wi II be a consumer price
elasticity of between USD 25 and USD 30 per month for a "basic
packet" and two or three pay-TV programmes.

In the Community, the basic seLection of television programmes
avai labLe at the mOment provides Less of an incentive than in
the United States to "buy" additional programmes. However, direct
satell ite programmes are being considered in the Member States
as an attractive complement to the terrestrial programmes on offer.
Furthermore, in addition to the transmission of television and
radio programmes , the cabLe networks shouLd provide other, newservices. Mention should aLso be made here of the current boom
in sales of video cassette systems in the Community, which is
to be explained by the large demand for additional programmes.

Bundesge:etzblatt (BGBL.) I 1983 , pp. 713 and 715.
Home Offlce, Department of Industry, The DeveLopment of Cable Systems
and Services , London 1983, pp. 47-49.
Robert J. BedeLL , Vice-President , Home Box Office, Financial Times
Conference Organization Cable Television and Satell ite Broadcasting
London 1983, pp. 40 and 44. G 4
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For the United Kingdom, the ITAP report estimates that , ~t a
subscription of UKL 5 monthly, the existing cable systems in Europe
could generate additional income for progr~mme producers of
UKL 1 500 mi II i on annua lly. 1

State subsidies

State subsidies pl~y a quite considerable role in the financing of
new broadcasting techniques. S.ever~l Member States finance modern
communication networks vi~ satelLite and cable at least in part
from the St~te budget. Existing broadcasters, however, do not
generally receive State subsidies. In Belgium and the
United Kingdom radio and television licence fees go towards the
budgets of the linguistic communities or to the general State
budget, from which broadcasting companies re.ceive allocations
which in the case of the BBC, for example, amount to the net income
from licences (see Part Four , sections D and E). In Germany
part of the Licence fee is transferred by way of compensation
to broadcasting companies, which , in view of their small coverage
area, have a relatively low income from licences. For example,
the Saarlandische Rundfunk finances its budget, current.ly amounting
to some DM 120 million, on the basis of about one-third from licence
fees, about one-third from advertising and about one-third from
the compensation tr~nsfer. The foreign services of broadcasting
companies , whether independently organized or not , are fin~nced
prim~ri ly by State subsidies.

Other forms of revenue

Almost all broadcasting companies in the Community have to an
increasing eXtent other forms of revenue. These include profit
allocations from commercial subsidiaries, proceeds from the sale
of recordings , marketing .of rights in respect of their own productions
Loans, contributions from members of broadcasting companies with
the LegaL form of an association, proceeds from subscriptions
for programme magazines and the like. Further detai ls are given
in Part Four.

ITAP report , Loc. cit. , p. 21.
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SIGNIFICANCE AND PROSPECTS OF THE SECTORS AFFECTED

The economic significance of radio and television for the Community
does not stop at its immediate. media-related activities.

Attractive broadcasting in the Community wi II paVe the way, in
terms of the economy as a whole, for even more significant innovations
in information and communi cation techniques. The cross-frontier
distribution of broadcasting wi II provide listeners and viewer'
in the Community with new channels and programmes, which in turn
are a necessary precondition for stimulating private demand to
make use of the new transmission techniques. Investment of
the order of over 100 000 mi II ion ECU in the Community as a whole
will be required to establish viable information and communication
networks. The main initial beneficiaries wi II be the whole
telecommunications industry, 1 including the cable industries,
communication engineering, information technologies and the electronic
components industry, and the aerospace industry. The establishment
of a viable infrastructure wi II create a need for new items of
consumer electronics equipment , and private and commercial users
of the information and communication infrastructures will require
new and additional items of consumer electronics and office equipment.
The demand for programmes will increase sharply, opening up new
marketing possibi l ities for the originators of cre.ative works
and new employment possibi lities for performing artists who bring
them to us. Lastly, the commercial utilization of the new
communication networks will enable firms in the Community to increase
their effi~iency and cut their costs, ~S is es~ential i1 they
are to maintain and improve their international competitiveness.

The Community is at present preparing a new policy initiative
in this area , doc. COM(83) 573 final loco cit . and doc.
COM(84) 277 final, loco cit.

G G
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DISTRIBUTION OF PROGRAMMES THROUGHOUT THE COMMUNITY

The creation .of a common market for broadcasting and the cross-frontier
distribution of broadcasting .services wi II help to push through the
new information and communication techniques needed in terms of the
economy as a whole. The cross-frontier transmission of radio and
television programmes is one of the prime tasks, but sti II only one
of the tasks, of integrated communication networks. In future
these will not just be for transmitting radio and teLevision
programmes and individual communications to end users , but wi II be
used increasingly to convey information between independent companies
or between geographically separated parts of the same company. The
main point is easy access to external data banks at home and abroad.
However, companies wi II be able to make full use of the anticipated
advantages of these networks only if the technical standards and
legal conditions for cross-frontier uSe are laid down from the outset.

Furthermore, this development is also likely to give fresh impetus
to the European economy in terms .of more sophisticated information
and communication technologies. Improved internationaL competitiveness
would be the result. Efficient communication networks might be
expected to result in cheaper and better products , new goods and
services , and new forms of supply which will develop as the communication
possibiLities between companies and private uSers improve.

The cabling requi red for the establishment of an integrated
communication network requires, for its financing, the demand and
purchasing power of private households. The high investment costs
are profitable only if a high subscriber .density in the cabled areas
permits connection to as many households as possible. Satellite
television , too, is economicalLy viable only if it is used by a
sufficiently high number of viewers (especially for pay-TV channels).
What might induce viewers to part with these funds is the attraction
of a very wide range of additionaL channels , including transmission
throughout the Community of national channels. Since the latter
requires neither new capacities nor additionaL expenditure on
programme production , it i~ the best means of in~reasing the
attractiveness of programmes in the short term and hence helping
to finance the requisite investments.

The transmission of programmes throughout the Community wi 
certainly have to overcome existing language barriers if it is to
be su~cessful. With their increase in capacity the new transmission
techniques offer the best way of achieving this. It is possible,
for e~ample, to inc lude ~evera l d~ fferent-language soundtracks on a
teL~vision channel , which the vie\~er can select alternatively or
even , by using headphones , cumulatively. Videotext can also be
used to transmit subtitles. The ITAP report to the British Prime
Minister states that the potential avai table ;nEurope wouLd allow
national broadcasting organizations to develop into international
ones.

G 7
'ITAP report , loco cit., p. 21 , 3.
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Offers of foreign televi sion programmes were, in fact , the main
driving force behind the development of cable networks in the
Community. At the present time, for example, cable networks
throughout Belgium and the Nethe~lands transmit the programmes
of neighbouring countries. Even in 1979 more than one in three
television viewers in Flanders opted for foreign programmes.
In the Nether landsforei gn programme vi ewi ng vari es between 20
and 25% of total viewing. In other Member States, where viewers
have so far only had this possibi l ity in border areas , surveys
have shown a considerable interest in additional programmes from
abroad. Some 40% of the population in Germany are fami liar with
cable and satellite television, and about 14% have shown great
intere.st in these developments. Havas estimates that in France
one in four Frenchmen would even be prepared to pay for additional
channels. In Switzerland as many as 64% of those interested

, or connected to, cabLe television count the larger selection
of channels as the main advantage.

The estab l i shment of the common ma rket for broadcast i ng wou ld
counterbalance the free movement of goods and servi ces in the
Community. Being physical products , newspapers, magazines , books
records , tape cassettes , video discs and video cassettes are
subject to the provisions governing the free movement of goods
in the Community. Once they are duly marketed in one Member
State they become part of the free movement of goods in the Community.
Accordingly, audiovisual products sold on video cassette are
equally accessible to all media users in the Community.

The di fference between goods and servi ces is becoming less and
- less significant in the information and communications sector.

Greater accessibi l ity to a :'apidLy growing supply of stored information
is replacing the physical flow of information in many areas.
To tie up with the Community s objectives , the freedom of movement
already achieved in goods traffic with printed media and audiovisual
media must also be attained in the functionally ~omparable services
sector. The requisite directives must take account of the
peculiarities of this sector and Df the legitimate interests of users.

Community-wide distribution of broadcasts also contributes to
the harmonious development of economic affairs and to economic
expansion in the Community. f"lost of the Community s television
channels carry advertising for goods and services. Radio and
teLevision advertising is an indispensabLe instrument of the sales
policy of Community companies , especially as an aid t.o the introduction
of new product 
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The cross-frontier transmission of broadcast advertising promotes the
development of the common market in two ways. The target becomes a
Community or at any rate a ' cross-frontier target instead of a national
one , and the advertisers have the opportunity of reaching viewers and
listeners throughout the Community, or at any rate in several Member
States, with a single advertising spot. This provides one of the
conditions for standard international advertising strategies and wi 
reduce costs and increase efficiency.

Furthermore, as the number of programmes transmitted increases, so too
does the possibility of using this medium as an advertising medium.
Depending on their specific requirements, companies will increasingly
be able to choose between the various channels for their advertising.
This 1rJi It result in a hitherto unknown different~ation of advertising,
which will help increase the sales potentii;lL of the Community economy..
Whether or not these chances are actua lly taken , however, wi II .depend
on the approximation of the main legal and administrative provisions in
the t1ember States to which broadcast advertising is subject (see below
Part Six , A).

Saatchi and Saatchi Compton , one of the leading advertising agencies in
the Un ted Kingdom, stresses in its annual report for 1982 (pp. 10 et seq.
the increasing possibi l ity of standard international advertising campaigns
provided by the growing convergence of European ways of life and markets.
Television advertising time is restricted in most Member States. 
several of them, therefore , there is excess demand for advertising time.

G 9
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INTERACTION OF DIFFERENT MASS MEDIA

Although this Green Paper has set out to examine the effects of Community
law on radio and television at. a time when ne.w broadcating techniques are
emerging and to prepare the way for Community solutions, such an exercise
is not possible without looking at the interaction of radio and television
with the ather media. Radio, teLevisian, newspapers, periodicals, books,
records, video cassettes, video discs, films and any new services in the
future must be regarded as components of a mass communi cations system.

Most people have recourse to several of these media- just how many of
them and how frequently depends on the time available but above all on
the age and social standing of the us.er. What is more , each individual
puts his own programme together according to his preferences and the
features pecuLiar to the different media. Newspapers and television are
predominant in the field of news and the formation of opinions , whereas

in other fields of information - such as science, technology, history,

phi losophy and psychology - people prefer to consult books or periodi cals.
Entertainment requirements are satisfied by books, followed by television
fi lms and magazines. Since they have such differentcharac.teristics the
individual media complement one another to a certain extent. However
they are just as much in competition with one another as are the suppliers.
Even in times of technological innovation, competition to win the user
favour on a constantly expanding communications market .should not cause
existing media to regress or even die out. Technological innovation wi ll
however , lead to processes of adaptation.

The different demands made on the individuaL media by the users have led
to fundamental differences in the content of the information provided.
Periodicals, journals and books provide processed information , contexts
and background material. The screen s strong point (including new
services) is topical events , speedy availabiLity and the capacity for
diaLogue. In practical terms , however , it is assumed that the user is
constantly making clear decisions about what he is actually looking for
whereas the reader perusing a periodical can come across something
interesting vi rtually by a~cident (browsing effect). The printed word
has the edge on techni ca L medi a in that it can be ava i lab le anywhere at
any time. Dai ly newspapers provide readi ly avai lable information about
day-to-day events and the user can choose from the comprehensive range
according to his personal priorities. On the other hand , books usually
provide information and text of Lasting value and interest. The form
and design of the book give it a longer life.
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The traditional media wi II find new openings on the market by adjusting
to the new electronic media. One thinks here of radio and television
programme guides , the "book of the (television) fi lm" or the book to
accompany a given broadcast (for instance for teaching purposes or for
special-interest programmes1. The new text transmission systems using
television screens can complement the work done in the pubLishing house.
Books on topical subjects can be updated more quickly using teletext.
The user can take out a subscription to a given service and use the return
channel to order any more comprehensive material (texts of laws .. tablesetc.

). 

The first electronic bilingual dictionary in the form of a pocket
calculator was developed and presented to the publ ic by a publishing housein cooperation with an electronics company. 

Publishers believe that there
is scope for expanding their traditional occupations into the realms of
cable and satellite television and video. Of cOUrse there will bel imitations .. caused by the differences in the media , referred to above.. andin user habits but above all by the higher costs attached to the
technological media by reason of the higher technology deployed.
contrast , books will remain cheaper for the time being.

Despite stronger competition from radio and television the other media are
growing. Television has penetrated the preserves of other media and is
influencing their future development but it has been unabLe to replace
any of the traditional medi.a. The number of newspapers sold has risenfurther in the Last ten years , though the number of publishing houses has
declined somewhat. Seen overall , the number of periodicals sold has alsorisen , as has the production and saLe of books. 

Sales in the sound-
recording industry have made impressive progress. 

The number of licensed
radio sets has also increased, though peak listening time has shifted from
evenings to daytime under the influence of television. Figures toiLlustrate this trend, taking Germany as an exemple, are given in Annex 13
at the end of this Green Paper.

The development in the film industry is variable. While production issti Ll on the increase - not least because of demand from television1 - 
the number of cinemagoers has gone down (see Annex 13). 

It has been
necessary to re-adjust. Many cinemas have adapted to this development
by drastically reducing the size of the auditorium and offering greater
variety. The fiLm industry is reacting in t\W ways. 

From the artisticviewpoint , it is treating subjects that are taboo on television. 
Fromthe economic viewpoint , it is obtaining a better return on fiLms by

expanding sales via teLevision and video recordings.z Meanwhile
, in theUnited States , where satellite and cable television has made considerabLy

Greater variety of programmes wi II lead to a further increase in demand.
What measures - if any - should be taken to see that increased demand
does not merely Lead to increased imports of productions from outside
the Community is not a question to be discussed here.

Thehigh share of up to 90% of the financing for a film provided by thecinema is now falling and being displaced by revenue from teLevision and
video cassettes. In the medium and Long terms the latter is regarded
as the most interesting financiaL proposition.

!"'j 1
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more progress, there have again been record attendances in cinemas.
Increased supply from the media would have good sales opportunities if
economic developments allowed the individual more leisure time and private
households were able and wi lling to spend more money on lei~ure and
information. It can be seen from surveys that , in such ci rcumstances
there would probably be changes in users ' habits , provided that what
the media had to offer was attractive.

Publicity content and presentation are not the only matters for rivalry
and adjustments; these phenomena result also from the media s role as
an advertiser. The majority of radio and television companie~ in the
Community are financed in part or in whole by advertising revenue (Annex 9).
In many Member States there are private advertising agencies offering
radio and television advertising (see Part Foud , so that they are in
competition with newspapers, periodicals and posters , and with advertising
in cinemas , books and other media.

The share of radio and television advertising in totaL advertising turnover
in Europe is still rather sma~l (15%) compared with the 55% accounted
for by printed matter (1979). In the United States radio and television
advertising accounted for 41. 7% of total advertising turnover in 1981
(Annex 11 , page 10) , while in Belgium (via RTU it accounted for 10%
in Denmark 0% , in Germany 16. , in France 13. 5% (198m , in Greece 56%
(1980) , in Italy 36. , in the Netherlands 8. 9% and in the United Kingdom 30.
(Annex 11 , pages 1 ~9) .

Obviously the introduction of a new adverti sing medium does alter the
percentage of advertising expenditure being spent on existing media.
Statistics on the distribution of advertising expenditure in the media
should be considered with this fact in mind (Annex 11). However , the

, statistics on press advertising revenue show that the introduction of
television advertising in the 1950' s did not reduce the total advertising
expenditure for the press. Annex 14 gives the figures for the
United Kingdom. Even taking into account inflation , press revenue from
advertising has in fact continually increased 4 see Annexes 12, 14, 15
and 16. Britain is particularly interesting in this respect in that
local radio advertising was introduced in

5 1976 in di rect competition
to the regional press with no ill effects (Annex 14).

1 The nur,lbe r of c i ncmaqoers rose to 1 100 mi II i on in 1982 - .pver 9% , tnore
than in the previous year. Zentralausschuss der Werbewi rtschaft
Service No 109, February 1983, 33.
International Advertising Association loco cit . 16, 17.
The European Association of Advertising Agencies (EAAA) , New Communications
Developments , A manuaL , Brussels, November 1983, p. 21, Tables 1 and 3
for Finland and the United Kingdom, the latter being included as Annex 14
to this Green Paper.
EAAA manual loco cit.

, p. 

21..
EAAA manual loco cit. , p. 21.
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The statistics also show that the introduction of new advertising opportunities
leads to a broadening of the market as a whole and thus acts as a stimulus
for those advertising media already active on the market. For example,
total advertising turnover in the United Kingdom rose most steeply in
the fi fties with the introdu~tion of television adverti~ing. Although
after only five years , in 1960, the new medium accounted for 22% of total
adverti sing turnover and the press shar.e sank from 87. 7% to 70. , the
earnings of the press had risen ' in absoLute and in real terms. The
same phenomenon was recorded in Germany in 1969, when the dai ly advertising
time on television was increased by half and in 1981 , when Norddeutschen
Rundfunks started advertising on the air. A similar pattern can be
seen in the case of Italy (Annex 16, Table 1).

Thus, though fears have repeatedly been expressed that allowing advertising
on radio and television or reducing time limits imposed on it would result
in a sharp decLine in advertising revenue for the press, this has not
happened. Wi Ll this situation remain unchan~ed? In a questionnai re
to the European Advertising Tripartite (EAT) on the introduction of
satell ite broadcasting, the Counci l of Europe asked if the EAT considered
the broadcasting of advertisements by satellite would affect the media
balance in Europe. From the statistics available, EAT concluded in its
reply of March - 1982 that whereas other media might initially experience
some shortfaLL in revenue , it was unl ikely that the press would suffer
any long-term downturn in advertising revenue. Indeed the opposite mightbe likely.

One of the main reasons for this assumption and for past experience as
regards advertising revenue earned by the press is considered to be the
complementarity of the media as advertising media.

Report of the Inquiry into Cable Expansion and Broadcasting PoLicy,
Hunt Report" , london 1982, 13, point 39.
Arbeitskreis Werbefernsehen der deutschen Wirtschaft , Markenartikel 1983
p. 84, Markenverband, Werbefernsehen und Tageszei tungen , Wi esbaden
November 1978, pp. 5-6.
The following organizations are represented within the EAT: the InternationaL
Union of Advertisers Associations (IUAA) , the European Association of
Advertising Agencies (EAAA) , the EEC Community of Associations of Newspaper
Publishers the Federation of Associations of Periodical Publishers
in the EEC (FAEP) , the European Group of Television Adverti sing (EGTA)
and the Adverti sing Information Group (AIG).
Taken from the EAAA manual , loco cit., p. 21 , see also p. 10.
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In fact the advertising media differ greatly in their scope
, in the publicthey are addressing, degree of di spersion loss , effect and content.

The one feature of direct sateLLite television is that it can reach a
public over a very large geographical area. This calls for ideas on
advertising at least on a national scale but more often on a scale that
transcends frontiers.

The characteristics of cable television as an advertising medium cannot
be so clearly defined. Where it is a question of transmitting national
programmes simultaneously across the borders into other Member States
then cable television is similar to satellite television.

Local and specialized programmes for minority interest groups provide
new opportunities for narrowing down the target groups from the point
of vi ew of geographi ta l spread and content. The mai n di fference between
television advertising and advertising using printed matter remains the
fact that on teLevision a product' s use and purpose can be demonstrated
using .a moving image , sound and time. By contrast , printed advertising
is based on a message communicated through a text and a non-moving image.
Whereas television advertising reaches the viewer in his own home at
a predetermined time , print is not tied to a given place and is therefore
more flexible.

For these reasons , it is i mprobab ly that c ross-f ront i er sate II i te andcable teLevision wi II cut the economic ground from beneath the press
or even traditional television programmes.

No estimate so far made of possible income from advertising in a programme
broad~ast direct by sate lli te exceeds the annual average growth of the
adverti sing market. The Home Offi ce study does not quote any figures
but expresses doubt whether business circles have sufficient interest
in advertising in DBS programmes for this source of financing to be adequate
at least to start with.1 It is considered that between UKL 10m and UKL 100m
or more will be required annuaLly for a programme of fifty hours a week
depending on content.

~Home Office, Direct Broadcasting by Satellite Loc. cit . 74, point 13. 36.Ibid. 68, point 13. 10.
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It is not possible to produce reliable forecasts of number, content and
viewing time for direct satellite broadcasts in the Community. 

On ~he
other hand , it is certain that not all programmes will be wholly, or
even partiaLly, financed from advertising. It ha~ not yet been decided
in the Member States what rote, if any, advertising should play in the
financing of DBS. In France and Germany, at Least in the preliminary
phase, only the existing programmes are to be broadcast via direct satellite
channels. Although it is possible that the advertising contained in
these programmes wi II also be broadcast by satel lite, there is no intention
to call for additional fees for such transmission. The cost of running
DBS wi II sometimes be financed by licence fees , which will probably involve
putting them up in some cases. Finally, other forms of financing are
beingenvi saged; the BBC , for example, is considering pay-TV.

The situation regarding cross-frontier cable distribution of television
programmes is more ~omp l i cated. Whether and to what extent the s imu ltaneous
and unabridged distribution of channels from other Member States

, including
the advertising they contain, results in an increase in radio and television
advertising charges depends on the coverage which the advertising can
thus achieve. For example , RTL' s charges for radio and television advertising
eflect the fact that its programmes are distributed in BeLgium by cable.By contrast , the charges of the French and German broadcasting organizations

do not take account of the fact that their programmes are also received
in parts of Belgium by cable. The example of Belgium, where commercial
advertising by the broadcasting organizations is 

sti II prohibited, showsthat some shift may occur in orders for advertising from one Member State
to another , provided of course that the relevant channel is of sufficient
interest to viewers in the country in question, i. e. has a significantaudience.

Where such shifts are caused by differing restrictions on television
advertising, there is an evident need to harmonize the provisions concerned.Such artificiaL incentives for shifting business away to other Member States
thus distorting competition in the advertising and broadcasting industries
prevent the estabLishment of the common market for broadcast advertising
and broadcasting organizations. If conditions simi lar to those of an
internal market are to be created within the Community, advertisers must
also be able, in their own country as weLL as elsewhere, to choose whateverbroadcast they regard as the most suitable vehi cle for thei r parti cularadvert i sement.

In view of the different roLes of the media as advertising media
, asdescribed above , neither the simultaneous , unabridged cable distribution

of foreign radio and television programmes nor the direct broadcasting
of television programmes by satelLite would appear to pose any threat
to advert i sing revenue as the economi c base of the press.

ITAP Report , loco cit. 22 , 4.
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However, within individuaL Member States
, local cable TV could come tocompete with the local dai ly press for advertising revenue

, because theircoverage is largely the same. But even here 
there is little likelihoodof anyone being put out of business So long as the distribution of 

localadvertising is linked to the distribution of 
local programmes , sincethe potential scope of such reporting from the local area is rather 

limited.Limiting the amount of time avai 
lable for advertising could also helpto ensure that rui nous compet i t i on does not deve lop between the loca press and local television. Furthermore

, here too we find the differencesto which reference has already been made between electronic and printed
media. The processes of adjustment may also lead to publishers having
a hand in local television, since

, up to now, it has been newspapersthat have had the tasks of processing local information for publ ication,but this task must also be carried out in the same way for localteLevisiDn.
We are confronted here with the question of monopoly and competition
policy ~ which also arises when considering publishers

' participationin regional and inter-regional radio and television programmes - in relation
to the limits on the concentration of economic power in the particularly
sensitive area of freedom and pluralism of opinion.


